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CHAPTER I 
1. ~ntroduction 
I~1 this paper we study certain rather model theoretic qucsttons arising t~ut of 
Professor K Jon Barwise's study of adn'~sslblc se~s w,:h arelements [!] Some 
motwahon also arises from Professor 5 :annts Mt, schovak~s related study of 
poslttve lnductwe defimt~ons [9], but the actual questtons asked ate onerAed 
primarily toward Barwtse's treatment For a h~story of the field I suggest he reader 
consu't those two sources 
The matenal in thts paper xs rather baste More comphcated material wdl be 
presented tia later papers, along wtth apphcattons to traditional model theory 
We shal' consider generally admlsstble sets above a structure .g)2 - -  admissible ~et 
A built upon the base set M of a structure 9J~ as urelements, and contammg M and 
each relation of ~ as an element (As usual, A must be trans~twe, but we obviously 
must define transHvlty to allow urelements ) Perhaps the most obvious benefit of 
introducing urelernents into adm~sstble sets is that ~t allows us to pr~,,e theorems 
about the least edm~ss~bte s ts above arbitrary slructures analogous to those 
already known for next aclm~ss~ble s ts aaove race t ,ansmve structures CA, E ) 
One of the results cf this defimtton that Barw~se qmckly noted ts that there are 
many admissible sets of ordmal ~o ~ ar, d there are many tnfimte structures ~J£ 
which are element~ of admissible sets of ordinal co - -  speclficalty, there are many ~3~ 
such that the least admissible set above ~ has ordinal o) The following easy 
theorem gives a general result of tins sort 
* fhls paper is a revision of the first half of the auth~7's doctoral dissertat~or at the Unwerslty ,~f 
W~scansm, Madison The author w~shes to thank Profe,,.or K Jon Barwlse, h~s ad,,~sor, for ~be 
t ~spl, atlon and help Professor Barwtse gave htm He also thanks Professors Kenneth Kunen, H 3 
Kelsler, and Y N Moschovakzs for further help and respiration Part of the research for th~s paper was 
~one whde the author held ,l National Sctence Foundahon graduate f~tlowshlp 
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Theorem L 1.1. Let D be an ¢ non-countably-complete ultrafilter over any wdex set I, 
and let .qR be any structure Then 17o (T)2) ts contained tn an adm~sstble set of 
ordmal 
Proof. We know that thel ~ exists an admissible set A above ~ (For example, if K 
is the cardmahty nf ~JY~, H(K+),:0~ is admissible above ~ See [1, Section II 3] ) 
Clearly, 1-1o (A)  sal 1sties all the a×loms for admissible sets above models - -  it just 
fads to be well-founded And the structure looking hke the urelements of Ho (A)  is 
?ust 1-1o (.qR) So by the truncation lemma (eg [1, Lemma II 8 4]), the well-founded 
part of HD (A)  is admissible (or rather, is isomorphic to an admissible set, but we 
won t be concernec with such detads) And by usual arguments we see that 1Io (A)  
~s rot  w-standard ~;o the truncation ~s an admissible set of ordinal co Now each 
urelernent has rarr~ 0 and each relation on the urelements has fimte rank, so the 
truncation contains ri~ (~)  and the interpretation of each symbol of the language m 
l id (~)  - -  so the truncation is admissible above 1I~ (93~) (Matthew Kaufmann has 
observed that the .,ame proof shows us that ever) countably incomplete ultrap- 
roduct Js contained ,n admissible set ot ordmat ~o) 
Before going on, m order to avoid excess verbmge, I shall add a comment on 
J~otatlon Generally I follow the ngtat,on of [4] and [1] (However, I use ' = " for 
"equals" m both object L, nguages and metalanguages And I use L(~-q~, a )  for the 
collection of sets constru~table above ~ m the first t', steps, whether or not th:s 
collection is admls, lble ) Models are denoted by German letters 9~, 92, ~,  ~,  
generally I use ~.~ and "J~ for structures appearing as urelements m another 
structure The ground structure of 93~ is M thus 932 = (M R ). where the R is 
the interpretation cf the symbol R of the language m ~3~ Script Le's are used to 
denote languages, ~-3(T~) denotes the ordinal of the least admissible set above ~0~ 
o(A)  denotes the (,rdmal of the admissible set A KPU denotes the theory of 
admlss~ble sets w~th urelements, KPU ~ denotes KPU plus an ax)om asserting that 
there ~s a set cons~s~ mg of exactly the urelements (Barw~se formulates the theory m 
a ~wo-sorted tangua ge, one sort for urelements (varmbles p, q), and one sort for sets 
(var~al)les a, b), as well as variables u, v, w, x, y, z used for e~ther sort We shall not 
pay too much atten(~on to whether we have two sorts or one sort w~th pre&cates U 
(for 'qs an ure lemtnt")  and S (for "~s a set") Varmbles h, t,l, k are generally 
reserved for integers, m, n for integers or parameters ~'rom M, N (usually respec- 
twely) German ~1, ~ are usually used for models of KPU, but well-founded models 
arc usually denoted w~th Latin A, B (and HYP) and are presumed to be admissible 
set~ since, by Mo,,towsk~ Collapsing, the) are ~somorph~c to admissible sets Lower 
case Greek o~,/3, y,,J and r/ are used for ordinals, cardinals are considered to be 
ml~ ml ord~ aals, ~ is "eserved for cardinals, and A is used both for cardinals and hm~t 
ordinals Lower case q~, ~0. 0. X are used for formulae of ~=~, upper cases are used 
for sets of formulae and for second order formulae 
We are now ready to talk easdy, so ~e can return to a corollary to 
Theorem I 1 1 
I qent,fic atto~) of odmts ~d~te sets abot e structures l ~'~ 
Corollary 1.1.2. Suppose  ~J~ ~ T and  T ;,s I~)~ l-c' .ttegorwal Then  ~)~ ts conta ined  m 
an admtss tb le  set C o f  o rd ina l  ,.o 
Proof. Let D be a non-countably-complete ultrafilter We know that IIr,(]D~) ,~ 
contained m an admissible set B of ordinal ~,~ Now let A < B ]A I= ]332], A 
containing I~]  urelements (So A ~s admissible and has ordinal ~o) Let 9~ be the 
structure of urelements m A So N< F/D('.P0 But then 3l-=-~))L and 7 ~ 
]~Rl-categoncal, so N ---- ~r~ The obvious ~somorph~sm chasing g~ves us that ~J37 ~,  n 
element of an admissible set of ore, real ~o [] 
(Both Theorem I 1 1 and Corollary I 1 2 are easy corollaries of Theorem II I 3 ) 
The mare dlrect~on of this paper is the search for relationships between mod~.l 
theoretic propertms of models and propertms ol the admissible sets ~b., 'e the-e 
models 
So at some points we shall cons~dc~ properties of admissible sels above vara u~, 
models at the same t~me and shall need to use ~ormal anguages to describe th:rn 
all Thus, unless I specifically state otherwise, I chall a~.~me that the~e ar~. all 
structures for the same (fimte) language (and hence of the tame s~mdar~ty ( pe) 
The most ~mportant admissible szts for the theorems of th~s paper are the legist 
admissible sets above models Barw.se [1] has shown that these least adm|ss~ble ~ets 
always exist above structures for fimte languages The least admissible set above ~JJ?, 
ff ~t exists, ~s called HYP~ 
For a structure g)? for a fimte tang,aage 5f Barw~se shmvs that there e~sts such a 
least admissible set above F.R by st~,dymg an extensmn of Godel 's  notmn of 
construet~b~hty he sets construct~ble over the set ~.N of urelements These are 
constructed from ,', col lectm, of fanct~ons ¢,, 1 <~t<~ N, including Godel 's  ¢, 
through J~ and some extra functions for the relations of £g equahty (since equahty 
of uro~er.ents ~s not defir able by extensmnahty), and set inclusion, plus some more 
to make the stages of t )e  construct~ble h~erarchy transmve Then we have 
L (~,  0) -- N ,  L(~q~, a + t ) = L(~J2, a )  U {L(~[r~, a)} U [,.) {~ :'(L(~II~, a )  0 {I. (~ ,  a )})}, 
for hmlt h, L(.gJ~, A )= U ~.~ L(~2q,/3) The constructmn of L(~0?, a )  is absolute, so 
we get easdy that ff there exists an admlss~ble A above .q!R, o(A ) = c~, then L (~,  a ) 
is admissible - -  and is the lea,,t admissible set above ~ of ordinal a HYP~, is 
L (~,  a )  for the least admissible L(~¢~, a )  (When A ~s Itself a transmve set, po%mly 
with urelements, HYP(A)  (or HYP,~) denotes rather the least admissible set above 
the same set of urelements as A and containing A as an element ) 
But the constructlble hierarchy ts used for many oth ;r results besldes proving the 
existence of least admissible sets The co-nplexlty of I - IyP~ - -  and more generally 
the L-hierarchy above 932 - -  Is a decently definable ,_nd fmrly sensitive measure of 
the complexity of a model 
Largely because of the importance of that tool I usually restrict conslderatmn m
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th~s paper to moc[els of fimte languages In the next secho,~ I delve shghtly further 
into the problem of mfimte languages 
2. The problem cf infinite languages 
It should be emphasized that Barwlse's defimtlon of HYP,v~ specifically presumes 
that the language ~¢ of ~[R is fimte Thus my treatment, as well as his, often has that 
lmltatmn The following counterexample will show that the notmns are, tn fact, 
sometimes ~mooss~ble to extend, even to countably mfimte languages (Some 
results, however do apply to countably mfimte la Jg,_,ages )
So I start out b~, prowng thai there is no reason,,ble xt~aslon of the notion of 
HYP~ to models ~ of mfimte languages But first, of course. I must digress to 
discuss the word "reasonable ' It turns out that ff ~ = {R~ R,,}. then HYP,.~ can 
be formed by starting with {M, R~. , R.} and closing under the usual Godel  
operatmns (Modlficatmns can be made to insure trans~tw~ty at each stage ) The 
same course ~s er, t.,rely poss~bk w~th mfimte languages - -  m fact, ones of any 
cardmahty However, this ~mmedmtely insures, under ordinary cond~tmns, that 
large mfimte sets of formulae will be HYP,~,~-fimte, which ~s not at all the way one 
often wants to lock at mfimte sets m model theory In &scussmg saturation, for 
example, we w~sh to iook at actual fimte sets of formulae - -  and saturatmn will play 
an ~mportant role m th~s enhre work So what we seem to want is a least admlss~ble 
set containing M arid each R, ~, but uot necessarily the set of all of these Th~s ~s 
what we show need r~ot exist 
Theorem L2.1. There exist a countable language ~5~ and a structure ~3~ for ~ such 
that there ts no least admtssible set above 
Since the proof uses automorph~sm arguments heavily we start out w~th two 
lemmas about automorphlsms of models of KPU ÷ 
Lemma 1.2.2. Let 4 be an admtsstble set above the structure ~,  let X C A be 
transmve, X E A, and M C_ X Let (r be an automorph,sm of (TR, X, E ,  =, ) 
(where the refer~ to all the mterpretatwns tn ~R of swnbgls of ~)  If cr E , 1, then tr 
can be extended to an automorphism ~ of A vta the scheme 
tf,~(x) f ix ~ x 
O(x) = l~,?(y) y C_--.x} i fx~.X  
Proof sketch. (The proof is standard from automorphlsm arguments m set theory 
see, e g [6] pp 4,1-47 ) # is defined by reduction and hence is a total .,~ function 
To prove ~t ~s onlo we note that ff o" and r are two such automorph~ms, 
(tr.  7) = # ~, that I = 1 (where 1 denotes the ldenUty), and hence that #-a= 
tde~ttl~catlon f udtntss~ble s ts aboee structures 15"5 
,~or- ')- 6" clearly fixes E and =,  that ~t fixes the relat~ot~s of ~ or, ~))~ s obvious ~o 
~t fi>es them on all of A Thus )t ~s an automorphasm El 
Lemma 1.2.3. If A = L(X,/3)  (for some ord'nal /3) :hen we need not os~ttme tn 
Lemma I 2 2 that or ~ A 
Proof. Since 6- commutes with the ~ functions used to construct he L h~erarchy. 
we can easily show by reduction that ~ L(X,/3) ~ I (X,/3), and that 6"(L(X~ /3 )) = 
L(X, t3) fox all ordinals /3 
Let 5 ~ = {U,p. n ~ to}, ~332 = (M U p.',, ...... where U is a~ equivalence lcla(ion 
~3~ consists ot to countably mfimte U-eqmvalence cJasses, and p. (formally a 
relation, tl, ough we may sloppily speak of ,t as a partml function) is a permutm'on 
of order 2 of the nth equivalence class of ~'~ (whtch we shall denote by U~,), p,, 
moving all of Uo 
It is apparent hat an adm~sslble set A '  above M ca~a be e~pan,~'d to ~n 
admissible set A above ~)~ ~f and only ~f 0",e reahzatlon of each ,,ymbol of ~h- 
languagc ~ ~s an element of A '  Thus ~f A is an adm~ssxble s t ?bore the ~ ,ust 
described, 
A ~(~p ~ M) (~f ) [ f  ~s a permutation ot erde ~ 2 of the U-class of p1, 
and thus 
A ~ ( ]a ) (Vp  ~ M) (~f~ a)[ f  ~s a permutation of order 2 of 
the U-class of p] (*) 
We shall construct two models A and B of KPU + such that A f~ B contmns no such 
a as m (~) above I--ence there ~ no C _C A ~ B. C admissible above ~ 
Construction of 4 Let p = I..J{p..n E to}. ~--- (M, U,P)  Clearly each 
p,, ~ HYP,~, So we can expand HYP.~) m the natural way to a model of KPU m 
£F(~,  = ), as noted above Call this model A Then A is admissible above ?)~ 
Lemma 1.2.4. If f ~ A, f a permutatmn of U. of order 2, f mov,ng all of U,,, then 
f(a, b)¢:~ p.(a, b) for all but finttely many a, b m U. 
Proof. Suppose not We shall show below that there,  rc then 2~'tr ff~ ~ ~ such that 
if o-~ ~ o'2, 6`,(f)~ 6"2(]') By Lemma I 2 3, these 2"6-(f)'s will all he in HYP~, a 
contradiction since HYP~ is countable So all that is left is w, construct the or's And 
this is easy once we choo up U,, sufficiently for the or's to be obviously 
automorphlsm, ~ e ,  not to move p. 
We have that f~  p. on some mfimte subset C of /3". By the assumed properties 
of [ and p. we have that for all a m C, a, p., (a), f (a),  and p. (f(a)) ale all distract 
Thus there is an mfimte su0set D of C such that for all c~ m D,p . (a ) , f (a ) ,  and 
p,,(f(a)) are all not elements of D Let cr be any nontr~vml permutation of D 
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Extend ~t to p.D to, preserve p,, and to be constant on the rest of m We must show 
such a tr moves f It moves some a :n D But f (a)  ~ D. and f (a)  ~ p. (b) for any b 
in D, for otherwise p.( f (a) )= b E D So tr does not move f(a)  Thus # does ngt 
fix f 
There are 2 ~ nontnvml permutations tr of D Each fixes p. and thus clearly fixes 
all the structure of 92 So there are 2 ~ permutatmns 6"of HYP~ moving f By the 
same reasoning as atove, ff o-~ ~ o-2 are two such permutatmns, o-~(f)~ tr2(f) So we 
have proved our con entmn (I am indebted to the referee for slmphficatlons m the 
constructlor~ of the ~-et D m the above proof)  
Con~tr ,on o fB  £ will be constructed by a Fraenkel-Mostowskl argument So 
first I md~cate the grotp of automorphlsms u ed Let the following be an exhlblt of 
U. and p,, t U. m two ~equences of order type to* + to), and let the permutation g,, 




gn g" ..... g" "'9, -~  g" "~ 
gn 
g~ gn gn gn gn gn 
Let G be the flee g~oup generated by the g.'s We start out wnh t IC(M) Clearly 
HC(M) can be expanded to -a model of KPU + above 93~ For fimte s C M, let G, be 
{g E G "(Vr~ ~ s ) (gt rn)= n,')} Let 
AF,~ = {x ~ HC(M) =I fimte s C M(Vg ~ G~)(g(x) = x )}, 
whele g ~s the extension of g to HC(M) as defined m [emma 1 22 Let 
HAFt. ={x~AFa TC(x)_CAF~} (A~" stands for "almost fixed", HAF  for 
"hercdJtardy almost fixed" ) HAF  is the structure (HAFt ,  E ) TI" e proof that HAF  
Js an admissible set is rather ~tandard (ct,mpare g [6] pp 44-47) I include only a 
statement of lemmas, since each ~s easy to prove 
Lemma 1.2.5. (l) HAFts  transmve 
(2) (Vx)(x C_.. HAF z:> (x U HAF  ¢:> x E AFG)), 
(3) (Vg E G)(Vlx ~ HC(M))(x E HAF  ¢¢, g (x )E  HAF)  (The proof uses the sub- 
lemma (Vg ~ G)(Vx ~ HC(M)) (x E AFo ¢¢, g(x),E AF6), plus mductwn on the 
rank of x ) 
(4) (Vg E G)(g IHAF  HAF= HAF), 
(5) M ~HAF and M C HAF 
(6) All pure sets are m HAF 
Lemma 1.2.6. HAFts  a X subset of HC(M) 
Proof, (7 is countable, so G is In HC(M) So the formula "x E HAF"  Is of the 
form. tot all y in {x} U "l-C(x) there is a subset s of M and a function f mapping s
Identtficatmn o]admts,~ble ~eta bove structures t5 7 
one-to-one into some element of to such that for all g in G, there ~s a g ~ extending 
G by the inductive definmon of g arid ff for all m in s, g (m)  = rn g "(y) = y I'h~s ~s 
Lemma 1.2.7. HAF~KPU + (m the language {U, =}) 
Proof. 1 Extenslonallty is ~mmediate since HAF  ~s trensmve 
2 Foundation Is immediate since HC(?4) is well-lot nded 
3 Pmrmg if G. fixes x and G, fixes y st ~s easy to se~ that G ~, fixes {~c.y} Now 
we apply Lemma I 2 5, part 2 
4 Umon ~ similarly easy 
5 do-separation (Again, we show this only in the lmlguge [ ~,  = }, tor we sh,l)t 
show U and all p,,'s are m HAF ) Since each g,, ts an avtomorphlsm of M each g. 
comrr utes with the Godel  operations So ff G, fixes all the parameiers of tt3e 
forint la, G. fixes the Ao subset, since that v, derivable by apphca: .~,  of God~'l 
operations 
6 A,:collect:on Suppose HAF,~ (Vx ~- a)(3y)O(x,  y. z) (wb~re a, z are m HAF 
and 9 is Ao) Then HC(M)~(Vx~_a) (3y) (yEH~F and O(x,y z)) So by 
~-col lectlon in HC(M),  there is a b m HC(M)  such tbat b C HAF  and 
HC(M)~ (Vx E a)(=ly E b)(y E HAF  and O(x,y,z))  
Since G is countable, the image c of b under G is countable By L=mma 1 2 5, pa~t 
3, c is a subset of HAF  Clearly c is fixed by all of G So c ~ HAF,  and c ~s a set as 
reqmred [] 
Lemma 1.2.8. U and all p,'  s are m HAF 
Proof. U is fixed by each g., so by all of G It ~c ~ U,,, and if g fixes ~c, g fixes all of 
U., and hence ~ fixes p. So each p. is m AF~ But clearly each is a subset of 
HAF  [] 
Thus we can expand HAF  m the natural way to a model B of KPU" 
Lemma 1.2.9. If  a ~ HAF,  a as ,n (*), then a contam~ wme Fermutation f of U. 
where f moves all of U. and f (x )~ p . (x )  for infimtely many x 
Proof. Suppose a is as m (*) Then a ~ AFt .  so for some finite s C_ M, G~ fixes a 
Pick n such that no element of s hes m U. Thus g . (a )  =a  Let fEa ,  f a 
pe,'mutatton of U. of order 2, f moving all elements of U. Clearly g,, (f) = g.fg~' 
Thus ~. (f) is also a permutation of U. fixing no elements of U. But also (learly, 
frcm the construction of g., for all x m U., g.p.gT, ~ ~ p. (x) So if f agrees with p. on 
mfimtefy many x's,  g . ( f )  disagrees with p. on all of the~e So one or the other 
disagrees with p. on infimtety many elements of U. And by Lemma 1 2 5, rgart 4, 
g. ( / )e  a [] 
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Now we return to the proof of Theorem I 2 1 Suppose A ~ B contains a set a as 
m (*) According to Lemma 1 2 4, since a ~s m A, a contains no permutatmn f that 
mo~es all ~f any U. and disagrees w~th p, mfimtely often While according to 
Lemma ! 2 9, a must contain such an f Th~s contradiction fimshes the proof [] 
A related questmn is whether, for a gwen mfimte language ~, and a gwen 
structure .~ for &P, the mtersectmn of all models of KI-'U ~ above ~ ~s merely the 
umon of the sets HYP~ for all restrictions ~tJ~' of ~r/to finite subsets ~ '  of .2? This 
also is false (The reader should note I bhthely confuse to as a set of urelements and 
¢o as a pure set m the following example This only makes exposmon eas~er ) 
We let 9Yl be (ca, R.).e~. Each R,, ~s to be a relatmn o,', to such t'hat, ff r. denotes 
the nth admissible ordinal, 
/~'.~  L(r,, . , ) -  L(~-.). C(to, R.)  = r,,+, 
Then HYF)<o> ~, ~o> haa ordinal r..~, but each admissible set above ~J~ has ordinal 
r~, which ~s larger than !..J.e~r,,, and hence, for example, I..J.~,or. ~s m each such 
admissible set above if)?, but not m any of the HYPa~'s So all that remains ~s to 
construct he R. 's  
Each L(r..~) ~s projectable onto to So we can easily see there ~s an L(r..,)-finlte 
prgjectlon of r~ onto to Thus L(%,~ 0 contains a pre-well-ordermg of to m type r. 
Tt is clearly is an R. :leslred So the proof ~s fimshed [] 
CttAPTER II. 
RECURSIVE SATURATION AND ADMISSIBLE SETS 
As was pointed out m Chapter I one of Barwlse's easy but rather surp~smg 
d~covenes m t-~. field was the exlstance of ~l such that ~(9J2) = to He then noticed 
th,,t if ~D~ is s~turated, ~(~JQ = to The obvious quemon then to ask was whether 
there is ~ race model theoretic haractenzatmn of those ~ where C (gJ~) = to ~ at d 
there is recurswe ,,atLrat~on 
Of cot~rse, one then goes on to ask when ~(~)  = a - -  and more generally, when 
L(~J)2, a )  Is adrmsslble The first property turr~s out to have a race characterization, 
the second, an only shghtly messle~ one These results, along w~th a httle resultant 
model theory, wdl take up th~s chapter 
1. I• which all is ended with to 
Definition II.I.1. Let .gJ? be a structure f3r a (finite) language 2T Then ~02 ts 
recurslvely saturated If for every recurswe 4)(x,y)C_ ~,  and every m m ~19l, if 
H(x, m) Js fire,ely satisfiable in 9)2, then ~t Is sansfiable in ~ 
Idet,ttficat~or ot adm~ss~hh set~ abe,1 estructures 1 ~9 
(I ~mmedmtely start wolatmg the language by referring to 49(~,m) ~,~, being 
recurslve ) 
It is obvmus that recurswe saturatmn ~s ~mphed by co-saturatmn Thus the 
famfimr examples of recurswely ~atmated models are the w-saturated models c g 
saturated models, specml models, and ultraproducts (formed from non-countab~y 
complete ultrafilters) 
(Since 5 ° ~s presumed fimte, the not~, n of q~'s being recurs~ve ~s mdependent ot 
how Za ts coded upon to or HF Tbu~ m :his and future definmons requmng 
recursweness or s~mflar propemes, I shall pay no heed to the p~oblem of coding 
However, one can certainly make the definmon for countable langvages coded 
upon HF ~ w~th many propemes dependmg upon codmgs Some results still hold 
though usually I shall not concern myself ,,,~th such questions ) 
F~rst we need a lemma 
Lemma 11.1.2. Suppose ~2~ s recu,~wely satt,ated Let clb(x~ r~m),.__ 5F,,,, be 
recurswe, m a ~et of parameters ]torn M Then tf ~ (x, m) ts fimtely ~atl¢fiaL I m 2;t: tt 
~s sansfiable m ~ 
Proof. We prove the result for k = 2, the general c,,~e is s~n~flar Suppose @(x, m ) 
is recurswe and fimtely satisfiable m ~J~ Let q~ (x,m) be the set of all flm~e 
conjunctions of sentences of q> Then q~' ~s recurs~ e (or eqmvalent to a recurswe 
• *) Let ~"(x,m) be 
{(3x~)~(x,x..m) ,p ~ ~'(~, m)} 
Then qS,, ~s recurswe - -  and clearly fimtely satlshable m ~ So for some p~ m 
,VI,~)2~ ¢P"(p.m) Now let q>"'(p,xzm) be 
{~o(p~x~m) ¢(x ,y )~ q)'} 
Clearly ,I~"'(p~x~m) ~sfimtely "~atlsfiable m 932 So f( t some p2 m M ~ @'"(p,p~,m) 
Then ciearly also ]~ ~(p,p ,m)  [] 
Theorenl I1.1.3. Let ~ be any structure for a (fimtt ) tanguage f 7he following are 
equivalent 
0) L0  32, to) ts admzsstble 
(n) For every ~(x,y)C~ 5O~,~ which ts X on L(9~r~, ,a), and for every m m M, t[ 
@(x, m) zs fimtely sansfiable tt~ ~)2, u ts satzsfiable m ?0~ 
(m) TR ~s recurswely saturated 
Proof. (l) => (n) Suppose L (~,  to) is admissible Suppose ~(x, m) is v on * (~J3~, to) 
and is not satisfiable m ~ We show ~t's not fimtely sausfiable m 
Let ~b(~0, z)  define • m L(gX, to) - -where  z is a sequence of parameters and ,p is 
Y2 We have 
L(~2R, to)~ (Vp E M) (3~) [~(¢ ,  z) & ~ ~ --7 ~(p, m)l 
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Thus for each p m M, for some n, Lt~92, to) is a model of 
( ]~  ~ L(~I~, n))[q~(¢, z)  & 922~ "-7 ~0(p, m)l 
The formula above ~s Z (The mapping from n to L (~,  n) is fairly clearly Z ) So by 
.~-collectmn m LO2R, w). for some integer k 
L0)~, to)l= (Vp E M)(=l~p 5 L092, k))[~,(~p, z) & ~.Rl= ---n ¢(p, m)] 
But L0~.R, k) contains only finitely many pure sets - -  and hence only finitely many 
elements of ~ So ~(x ,m)  ~s not fimtely satisfiable m ~ ~ gwmg us the 
contrapo,~mve of 0~) 
(n) @ (m) is ~mmedmte (m) @ 0) Suppose 93~ ~s recurswely saturated Then we 
w~sh to prove L (~,  to) ~s admissible It follows easily from Lemma II 6 1 of [1] that 
all we need show ~s that L(~J)2, to)l= A~ collection We prove, in fact, the contraposl- 
t~ve we suppose that for all b m L(~32, to), 
L(~0L to)# -n (Vx ~ a) (3y  E b)~(x, y, z), 
where ~ ~s Ao, and we need to show that 
L(~0~, to)l= -~ (Vx ~ a) (~y)~(x ,  y, z)  
L (~,  to) is built up by repeated apphcatlons of the functmns )t~ ..ON and ~ For 
each mteger n there ~s a finite number of functmns % ~,,, all composmons of 
~ ~.  and ~, such that each x m L(ffJ~, n) is built up from cne of the q3 s applied 
to M O {M} Cali a set a simple if for some smgle ~,, every el,ement of a is built up 
from M U {M} with ~,,  t e ,  a C ~'~(M t_J {M}). 
I clmm it will suffice to prove the result for simple a Fol if a C L(~02, n), let 
a, = {x ~ a x ~ q3'[(M t3 {M})} 
Then a, E L(~0L to) by Ao-separatlon (see Lemma 5 4a) And a = a, t5 U ak 
Then ff the result ,~s proved for sm~p,e a,, for each a, there ~s an n, such that 
L (~,  ,o)~ (Vx ~ a, ) (~y E LOJ)2, n,))~p(x, y, z)  
But then for n=max{n t~<k}, 
L (~,  w)l= (Vx ~ a) (3y  E .(~D2, n))¢(x, y, z), 
and the proof would be fimshed 
So suppose a Is simple All elements of a are definable m the form qf(p, M) for 
fixed rq and some p m M As md~cated, we assume, for some Aaq~, for each b m 
L(9.~, to)l = ~(Vx  E a ) (3y  E b)~o(x, y, z) 
Hence, for each n m to, L(~0~, w) is a model of 
(::Ix E a ) (Vy  ~ L (~,  n)) "-1 ~o(x, y, z)  (*,,) 
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The rest of the proof is a process of applying some results of Section II 5 
(Loglcally, these should be presented frst. but they are rather techmcal and hard to 
motivate, so 1 have deferred them Section II 5 uses no results from the re~t of this 
paper ) 
First, we need to refer not to x's m a but to p's  m M This is where simphctty 
comes m Each x in a is definable tn the ft)rm ~(p, M) for some p m M So the 
sentence (*.) is equwalent o the sentence 
(Zip ~ M)[~j(p, M)~ a & (Vy ~ L (~,  n) ) (~(~g(p ,M) ,y  z)] 
Next we must eliminate the parameters a and z Each ot these ~s constructed 
from some composltmn of ~,'s and ~ - -  say a = <~,, (q~, M) and z, = ~g, (q,, M) 
Thus (*.) as equwalent o the sentence 
(=ip E M)[~3(p, M) ~ ~ (q~, M) & (Vy ~ L(.~0~ N))( -1 ¢ (cg(p, M), y, (~, (q,, M)-)))] 
Let 0(p. q, a,?//) be the formula 
~(p,M)U ~(q~,M)  & (Vy ~ u)(-3¢(~q(p,M),y,(~d,(q, M))~)) 
By Lemma II 5 "7(d) there is an r e se, of L~ ~ormulas g,. (~, q) ~uch that 
Y~ ~b~(p,q) lff L(q3~, to)t = O(p,q,L(9~. n), M) 
Since {i/~.} is then equivalent to a recurs)ve set of formulae, we may as well a~ome 
{~b,,} is recurswe 
Looking back to (*.), where this all started, we easily see that each ~. (p, q) is 
satisfiable m'~0L and ~3)2~ (Vp)(~b.+~(p. q) ~ ~o(p, q)) So, by the recurs~ve satura- 
tion of ~92~, we have that {dA (p, q)} is satisfiable in ~ by some p Reading back again 
through the whole affair we see t~at ~3(p, M) ~ a. and for each n 
L (~,  to)~ (Vy e L(~,  n))( -n ~ (~(p, M), y, z)) 
and hence 
L (~,  to) ~ (Vy)("~p(<g(p,M),y ,z) )  
Thus L(~02, to) fails to satisfy the hypothesis ol 1o collection, which fimshes the 
proof F--A 
In future theorems, for sake of slmFhclt~, I sh all oma conditions hke (11) m the 
above theorem Such results ore generally fairly obvious, though the most general 
possible result, if there is one, even for the above theorem, seems rather confusing 
The next result is a simple relatw~zation 
Theorem 11.1.4. Let ~ be any structure for a (fimte ) language ~, and let X be any 
subset of to The following are equwalent 
(1) (L(~0~, to), X)  is admissible 
(u) ~IY~ is ~aturated with respect o every type recur~we in X 
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Proof Sketch. (0 ~ (u) is proved essentially as m Theorem II 1 1 For  00 ~ 0) the 
proof is also the same except for one addmon We speciahze again to the case of 
simple a and assume the contraposltwe of ,50 collechon So for each n 
(L (~,  to), X)  ~- (3x ~ a)(Vy E L(~I~, n)) --7 ~ fx, y, z)  
If ¢ does not revolve the extra predicate X we can proceed exactly as before So 
the idea ~s to replace ¢ by another formula X(x,y,z)  which ~s equwalent o ¢ but 
does not involve X ~ and to have the whole procedure recurswe in X And this is 
fairly easy 
We may as well assume we are interested only m large n ~ n such that a and the 
z 's  are al! m L (~ n) Then the formula 
(3x  ~ a'*(Vy E L (~,  n ) ) (~ 9(x, y, z)) 
ts a Ao formula w~th all its quant~fiers bounded to L(~9~, n) - -  and hence the truth of 
the formula ~s dependent not upon aft of X, but only upon X f7 n Hence we may 
0qouctwely) replace each occurrence of w ~ X (wher ~. w ms any variable) with 
V {w = k k ~ X ~ n} Since X f7 n ts fimte, this translation obviously ~s ~ecurswe 
for each fixed n And it is thus recurswe m X for variable n 
Now we proceed exactly as in Theorem II 1 3 (actually hawng to go back and 
make a few obvious adjustments in the proof of Lemma II 5 7, including having to 
check that the reaultant set of sentences Is recurswe in X, but that is all fairly 
mechanical) 
Coroilary 11.1.5. ~2~ ts to-saturated ;ff for all X _C ,, (L~gJ~, to), X)  ~ KPU 
Finally, just to gwe a little flavor of such models, ! give a model theoretic result 
aoout them It is essentially a theorem of Mark Nadel [10], but ~t ts different from 
h~s statement in that people were not looking at admiss~ble sets w,th urelements at 
the time, and thus al¢o admlssible sets of ordinal to were not of m~erest (My proof 
~ also &fferent Ja that it uses recurswe saturation ) 
Definition 11.1.6. let  
~- ~M,  R I * R~SI SI~ ~ ~" ~N,  R1 RnTI TI~ 
be two structures (where the symbols S are all distract from the symbols T) We say 
and 92 are compattble ff whenever a t~-tuple x is m both M k and N ~, for each R,, 
92~ R, (x) ,f and 9nly if 92 ~ R. (x) (Thus ~ and 92 are compatible, for example, if 
9~2 is a submodel of 92 or if they arc disjoint h: model theory, If ~0~ and ~ are not 
compatible, it usually does not interest us whether a given element of one structure 
actually lies ,,n the other or  not, thus we generally will feel free to take disjoint 
copies of incompatible structures to make the new Isomorphic opies compatible 
We might also rename the relattons on the two models so that no symbol names a 
relation on both structures ) 
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For ]~ and 92 compatible (w~th notation as above) we define the pair (~)~, ) m 
the structure 
(MUN, M,N,R~')URi ~', ,R~Y)tAR~;),S~ S,,T, T,) 
Definition II.1.7. Let .q)2 = (M, R~ R.}, 92 = (N, R~ R~) We say ~ ~s par- 
trolly ~somorphtc to 92 (written ~ ~ 92) ff there ~s a nonempty set I of ~somorph- 
~sms of ~ubstructures of .¢02 onto substructures of 9~ such that for each f ~ / and 
a~M(resp  b~N)  there ~s a g~i  r such that /Cg  and a~dom(g)  (re~,p 
b ~ ran(g)) 
It ~s a standard result that ff 9J~ ~ ~? and ?Y and 9~ are both countable ~ ~ 
Theorem I1.1.8. 
O) Let ~ be recurswely saturated Then ~J~ ts ~o-homogeneous 
(u) Let the pair (9)2, N) be recurswely ~at ~rated and ~-=-~Jl Then ~N-~ J? 
Proof. The proofs are essentmlly the same ~ o~ e~ther can be proved as a corodary 
to the other I prove (Q since it's shghtly simpler 
Suppose ~!R is recurswely saturated and (~J~,m~ mk)~(9~,n~ n~) Let 
pGg3~ We must find a q ~.q3~ such that ',~YJ~,m~ rnkp)=-(~,n~ n~q) So 
consider the following recurswe set of formulae 
• (m,p,n,x)-={q~(m,p)¢~ q~(n,x) q: ~o,}  
Clearly q~ is recurswe so ff ~ is fimtely satisfiable, we are done (by rccur~we 
saturatmn) So suppose ~0 ~s a fimte subset of • qo0 ~s a set of sentence~ 
{o?(m,p)C:~o(n,x)} Let A be the set of all ~p's so occurring m 4)0 Let 
B ={¢(u, v)~ A ~ff~)=~(m,p)},let 
C={-'nq~(u,v) ¢(u,v)UA and.~- -ng(m,p)}  
Then 
so  
~J2~--(3x)[ A B(m,x) and A C(m,x)], 
g)2~ (: lx)[ A B(n, x) and A C(n, x)] 
Call an x satisfying this last formula qo Then clearly 9J~ ~ A q),)(m, p. n, q,d Sc, q>,, ~ 
fimtely sansfiable [] 
Corollary 11[.1.9. (Pseudo-umqueness of countable, recursively ,aturated model~ ) 
Let (.~, 92) be countable and recmsttMy saturated. ~J~-= 92 Then ~ a~ 
2. In which L(~O.}, ~) is sometimes admissible 
The topic of th~s section ~s the question of when L(~.R,o~) ~s admtsstble 
Obviously, a has to be admissible--  and hence L(ot) must be admissible And also 
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fmrly obvmusly, th~s ~s not enough If a v, a regular cardinal, the s~tuatmn is almost 
~dentlcal to that where a = to Otherwist~, the s~tuatmn seems more complicated 
The first successful charactenzatmn I know of ~s due to J -P  Ressayre [12], for 
to < a < to~ (Ressayre also has announced m a letter to me that he has counterex- 
amples to the sufficiency of the obvious propel ty of a - recurswe saturatmn defined 
below ) The present form of Theorem l I  2 4 (except for terminology) ~s due to M 
Makkal,  who translated Ressayre's co~dltmn into the sort of language used here 
The proof of Theorem II 2 4 ~s my dl,ceet proof of Makka~'~ eharactenzatmn 
I~)efinitio~ 11.2.1. Let ~ff~ be a structure for a (/irate) language Le Let a be an 
admissible ordinal Then ~0~ is a-recurswely saturatea lff for every a-recurslve 
I~(x,y)C" ~gL(~, and every m in M, )f ~(x ,  m) is a-f initely sat~sliable In ~R, ~t is 
,,at~sfiable m ~02 (Again, I shall refer to ~(x, m)'s being a-recurnwe ) 
The following lemma ~s proved exactly as in the fimtary case 
Lemma 11.2.2. Suppose 'JR is a-recurstvely saturated Let ~(x,  ra ) be an a-recurstve 
set o/formulae OraL(.) (m E M) If qb l', a-fimtely satisfiable zn .~R, ~t ,s sansfiabte in 
What we oext need ts some property that does for us what having a be a regular 
cardinal does 
Definition 11.2.3. Call a doubly index set of formulas {~p, v} of L (a )  a-regulanzmg if
u ranges over a set a of L(a) ,  v ranges over a A0 class m L(a) ,  and the map 
u, v ~ q~,o is a-recurswe 
A structure ~l~ is a-regular 1', for any a-regulanzm.,: {¢,,}, if 
u~a 
(for any parameters m m M), then there is set b in ] . (a)  such that 
The proot of Theorem II 2.4, l'he analogue of Theorem I I l  3 which follows, is 
more complicated than Theorem II 1 3 primarily becau se o~ the lack of any useful 
analogue of choopmg a set )nto < a s~mple sets if a is not a regular cardinal The 
not,.on of a model's being a-regu lar will allow us to do the ~lecessary bookkeeping 
m tt~e end tNote that a - regu laray  ~s trivial for regular cardmals a )  
Theorem II.2.4. Let ~2 be any structure, and let a be admtsszble Then L(~R, a )  ts 
adnusstble tff ~r~ ts a-recurswely saturated and a.rega~ar 
Proof. The direction ~ is tnvlal as usual: both conditi~ .ns are special eases of do 
collection So we go to prGvmg the ~ direction Since the result Is known for a = to 
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(T leorem II 1 3), we may assume a > w Thv, gives us that the set ~* of a] finite 
composmons of the functions J t  JN is L(a)-fimte (In this proof we cto not 
worry about N at this s~age since we treat {L(~, y) y < a} separately ) Since any 
admissible ordinal Is a limit ordinal, we need only prove that L(gJ~, a)  satisfies A~ 
collection So, as m Theorem II 1 3, we consider an instance ot A0 collectmn 
(gx ~ a)(=ly)¢(x, y, z) ~ (~b)(Vx ~. a)(~y ~ b)~(~¢, y. z) 
and prove the contrapos)t, ve So we assume that for each /3 < 
L(~]Y~, a )~ (=Ix ~ a)(Vy ~ L(~Y3~,/3))(--~ ~(x, y z)) (~e) 
Now a is m some L(~ff~. Y0) for 70 < ~ where we may as well assume 3'0 is minimal 
By Lemma II 5 3, every x ~ a is constructed by applying an element of S t to a finite 
number of elements of M and a finite number of L (~,  y)'s for 3, < Y~ And a and 
each parameter z can also be so defined (for ',nine ordinals 3' < e)  Let the 
sequences q, L(~ff~, r/) be the sequences of such pmameters needed to, define a and 
the z 's  (with earh sequence finite and the q's in M) 
We then havc that (*~) is equivalent o 
L(~,¢r)~ V V (3p ~ M) [¢(L (~,  y ) ,p )~ a & 
(Vy E L(~,/3))(--1 ~ (#(L(~)2, Y), Y, z)l (,~,) 
By the Substltutabihty Lemma A (Lemma II 5 7(d)) we then get that for some 
sentences X~" (*~,) is equivalent o 
~ v v ~px%'(p,q), 
where the mapping /3,oq, "/~ X~" is a-recurswe (The lengths of the sequences y
and p are generally dependent upon the choice of oq) 
So we hce  
9#~I= A V V 
Now we get that 
apx ~'O,, q ) 
for the contraposmve of this dedt,ctlon is just a-regularity (since t3 < f l '~  
[X~r(P, q) ::> XJ'(P, q)], which is immediate from the original defmltlon of X~ r flc~m 
(**~)) 
But thls allows us to fix ~ and y. So for all/3 < a there ~s some p in ~D2 such that 
~J~= XJ'(g,q) So by ~x-recurslve saturation, there is a single p such that for a!l 
/3 < a ~1 = X;~(P, q) Then, reading backwards through the, string of translations, 
we get that for r = ~(p, L (~,  y)), x E a and for all/3 < a 
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L(~,  a )~ (Vy ~ L(~R,/3))(~ ~ (L Y, z)), 
and hence 
L(~. ,~)~ (Vy)(~ ,~(x, y, z)), 
so the hypothems of -4o collection fails []  
Before gomg on in the next sections to more recurmc,~ theoretic work I throw in 
one b~t of model theory - -  Nadel's theorem, referred to in the dmcusmon of 
Theorem II 1 8, though of course ~ts apphcat~ons are broader since we now have 
ureleme,~ts (Ms proof ~s ostenmbly d~fferent since it uses saturation ) 
Definition 11.2.5. We say ~.R----,~ 9~ if for every ~ m L~o AA,  ~ ~ff ~ 
Theorem I1.2+6. [Nadel] Let A be an admtsstble set, at,d let the structures ~,  92 
A If  ~=---a ~,  then ~p 92 
Proof. It clearly suffices to show that ff (~3"d, m~ m~ ) ---A (92, n~ n~) and p ~ M 
then there eosts a q~N such that (~32, m~ mkp)=---A(9~,n~ n~q), and wce 
versa But then the proof ~s exactly like that of Theorem II 1 8 (I~ ~s important hat 
9J~, 92 ~ A For then the sets B and C defined in the pr(,of of Theorem II 1 8 are A 
subsets of an A-fimte set - -  or rather C is defined easLy from a ,~|~ subset - -  a fact 
needed to get A-fimte satisfaction of the obvious types ) 
Definition I1.2.7. Let A be an admissible set, and let ~ be any structure for any 
(fimte) language ~ ~ is (w, A)-homogeneous if for every m~ ink, n~ n~, and p 
ira ~,  ff (~2, rn~ m~)=-~(~,n~ n~), there ,s a q in ~.~ such that 
(~.OL m~ m~p ) -~ ~ (~,  n~ n~q ) ~2 ts strongly (w, A)-homogeneous if whenever 
Corollary II.2.8. Let A be admtsszble, ~R, ~ ~ A 
(a) I,¢ ~d ~a ~,  ~,  ~ countable, then 9~ -~ 9t 
(b) ~.~)~ ts ~,  A)-homogeneous 
(c) If ~.~ is countcble, then ~2~ ts strongly (to, A )-homogeneous 
Corollary II.2.9. Let ~.1~ be any structure Then ~ +s (oJ, HYP~0 homogeneous I f ~i~ 
t, ( ountable, ~ ts ~trongly (to, HYPm)-homogeneous 
Corollary ii.2.10. Let ~,  ~ be any structures for the same language Suppose 
HYP(~+ ~,> ettsts (For the purposes of this result we can assume M tq N = 0, m whzch 
ca,.,e (s2J~+ ~)  exists ) Then ~J~ ~-p 92 tff ~d2 ~,vP~ ~,~ 92 
Pr¢of. The ~ part follows since ~]Y~, 92 lff ~!)2-~o, ~ The (= part follows from 
Theorem II 2 6 
1denttficatton of adm,sslble ~et~ above structures t fi7 
In Sectton 4 we explore lust how necessary ~t ~s to assume a-regul ,mty of models 
for results lake Theorem II 2 a to hold Perhaps the mare themem of that ~ectmn ~ 
that ~t as not necessmy to look at ~-regulantv when looking for ~(~)  ~'(sJ3~) s the 
least a such that ~ ~s c~-recurswely saturated 
3. In which we digress upon projectibflily 
The notmn of prolecnbalaty of ordinals and admissible sets ~s a standam part (>~ 
ordinal recursmn theory The notmn of ordinal notations goes back to ! leene and 
Church, the general notaon of prolectab~hty, o Krapke and Pl,qtek Jensen has used 
at extenswely an set theory to prove consequences of the axiom c" con,,truct~bfl~ty 
We shall use at in Sectmn 4 m our stud,~ of when L(?J~, c~) ~s ad'm s~le 
Definition II.3.1. Let A ~ L (~,  a )  We say L(9)2, a )  gs weakty X, prolecttb'e into A 
ff there ts a Z,  funcnon o" mapping ~ subset of A onto L','J)?, ce) Then cr ~ a weak 
X,, projectton L(.q[~2. a )  ~s weakly projecttble m,o A ~t )' ts weakly X,, prolect)0!e into 
A for some n A weak prolettton ~s a mapping winch ~s a weak S,, projection for 
some n 
Definition II.3.2. Let L(?)~ oe) be a admissible, A C L(gJ~, a )  We say I_ QJ:~, c~) ~s 3.. 
prolect~ble into A ~t there ~s a 1-1 Z, funchon 7r w~th domain L(~J~, a )  who~e ~an~: 
~s a set of daslo)nt subsets of A 
Proposition II,3.3. Let L(S202, c~) be admtsstble, A E L(.q)2 c~) I f  L(~)2, (Y) ts weakly 
v prolecttbl e ,nto A, tt ts w prclectgble tnto A 
Proof. Let (3  z)q,(a, b, z )be  the 2~, definmon ,)f a ~ b Let /3(b)  = the least ~ su(t) 
that L(gJ~,~t)~-~ (3z  E L(~39~ /3))(3a E A)O(a  t) z)  And let 
rr(b) = {a ~ A (3z  E L(g.I~,/3(b)))q~, :, b, z)} 
Then 7r is a funchon as m the defimtmn of a projection [] 
Definition 11.3.4. The prolectum of a set L(9)?, a )  as the least L(~.I.~,/3) such that 
L (~,  a )  Is X~ projectable into L('J£./3) That 13 is denoted a,~ 
Remark.  ~.3t may very well be fimte - -  even 0 
We shall show that L(~0~, a*O as always admasslbte if a~ > ~o Since the cornposl- 
hon of two 2;3 projectlons is a ,~1 projectaon, at wall follow that if ot > ~o is les~ than 
the least ~ > o) such that L('2~,-q) is non-projechble, a*~ < o) 
Theorem 11.3.5. Let L(~, /3 )  be admz~s~bte, ~o ~-~ T </3"~ ,Then there ts an a, 
3' <- a < 13", such that L(~JJ~, a )  <,  L092./3) 
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Before prowng Theorem II  3 5 we shall state and prove the corollary we are 
mterested m 
Corollary IL3.6. Suppose L(~tR,/3) ~s admtsstble, 
L(~9~,/3~) <~ L(~, /3) ,  and hence L(~02, ~,~) ~s admtsstble 
o~ </3~ Then 
Proof. Clearly /35~ is a limit ordinal Then L(~, /3*0 ~s the tmmn of the )2t 
elementary chmn of the L(~0~, a) ' s  as in the statement of Theorem II  3 5 Hence 
L(~,/3~)<~L(I~R,/3) Since /3,~ ~s a hmlt ordinal, we must merely check that 
L (~, /3~)  ts a model of Ao collecUon So suppose 
L('.~,/3~) ~ (Vx ~ a )(~y )~(x, y, z'., 
wher~ ~ is A0 Then 
L(~2~,/3)1= (Vx U a) ( : iy )~(x ,  y, z)  
Since L(~92,/3) ~s adm~ssible, 
L(:~,/3)}= (Bb)(Vx ~ c) ( ]y  ~ b)~o(x, y, z) 
Since L($Y~, t '~) ~,  L(93~,/3), 
L(~2~2,/3")~ (::lb )(~x ~ a)(::ly ~ b )~(x, y, z) [] 
Prom of Theorem 11.3.5. (The proof is almost identical to one for pure sets ) We are 
given ~o ~ y </3~ As m the case without urelements, /3~, ~s clearly either 
admissible or a limit of admissibles For if ~ </3~, /3~ ~< o(HYP(L (~,  8)), then we 
haw~ that L (~, /3 )  is 2~ projectible into L(I~'0~,/3~), and HYP(L(~0~,8)) is .~ 
pro~ctlble mto L (~,  ~), and the composmon of the .~l projections would be a 2~ 
projectlcn of L(~)2,/3) into L(~O~, 8), a contradiction to the definmon o f /3~ So, 
w~thout loss 6f generality, we may assume 3' is a limit ordinal, s ince/3~ must be a 
hmlt of hmJts 
Let A = ~x ~ L(~c~,/3) x ~s Z~ derivable from parameters m L(~.  3')} As m the 
case withot.t urelements (see [1], Theorem V 7 8 and V 7 11), we wish to show that 
A ts somc L(~9~,a) for a </3,~ The first thing we show ~s that (A ,  
, ) <~ (L(~, /3) ,  ~ ,  ) For tlns w,; need an e~tra lemma 
Lemma 11.3.7. Let L(~O~, ~ ) be admtss'~ble Let s be any fimte sequence of elemems of 
~ Then there t~ a Xt well-ordering of L~ ~ the set of elements of L(~t~, 13) 
constmcnble only from parameters fron~ s plus the parameter M m and there zs a Xl 
funettot) pred, such that for x tn L .  pred~ (x ) ts the set of y <~ x (Also, Ls zs a ~ subset 
of L(~, /3 )  ) 
Proof. We can define L, mductwely m an obvious fashion if s'  is the set of 
ure!ements ill the sequence s, 
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L,(0) = s' LJ{M} L,(c¢ + 1)= ~(L,(o~)) U {LO)2, a + 1)}, 
and for hmlt A, L, (~) = IJ~.~ L~ (/3) U {L(~, A)} Since s' is well ordered (by s), lhe 
obvtous definmons of <,  and pred, will work [] 
Now we retura to the proof of Theorem I I35  We wish to show 
(A,Cd,  )<,(L({IR, /3) ,~, ) We use. Tarskfs criterion ff BMCCN, then 
BM <~C~ lff the ~ollowmg holds for every Ao formula ~o(v, v.) and every 
Xl Xn-I In BM If 
C,,, ~ (3V~)~[X, X.-,], 
then for some x. m BM 
cN~,p[x, x.l 
(This statement of Tarskfs cntermn wa, pirate0 from [1], Theorem V 7 7 ) 
Now suppose x~ x._~ ~ A, and 
L(~,/3)~: (~).),p[x~ x._,] 
Each of x, x._, has a defimhon from Farameter~ m L(~Y. 3.) So we repl ace each 
by ~ts definmon and the parameters y needed, and ~ct that 
L(~2,/3) 1= (3v, v.)q,[v, v,,y] 
Pink an x. such tha) L(~iIR,/3) != q~ [x, x,, ] The n-tuple (x, x. } is construch 
ble from some fimte sequence s of parameters from M (see Lemma II 5 "~) That s 
is m L (~.  w) - -  hence m L(932, y) ~ and pred~ Is .g, defnable from s So we car, 
define the <.-least (x~ x;) that works by 
tp[x'~ x'y] & (x', x'~)~ L, 
and 
(V(z~ z.)) ~ pred~(x~ x ' ) (~  4~[z~ z.y]) 
So th~s (x~ . x')  ~s definable But g, includes the definmoq of x~ x. ~. so 
x~ = x~, ,x._~ = x'_, So x" ~s .~, definable and 
L(~02,/3)D ~p[xt ' : . - , x ' ]  
Now by Mostowsk~ Collapsing (ms,de L(T:2,/3)) we ha,ee ca A "=- some transm.~e 
C Next we show A = C ~ and thus that A was transmve after all So let x ~ A .  
we show ca (7) = x For x ts 2,  definable from parameters m L(~,  y) 
L(~,/3)~ (~'x)q~[x, yl
We shall show 
L(~R,/3) I= <p[ca (x),y] 
That wdl give us that x =y  
C D ~p [ca (x), e~ (y)] Since each 
A<~L(~02,/3) Hence A~o[ca(x) ,y]  So> 
y, is m L(~0"~,30, Bach c,~(y~)= y, So 
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C~[c~(x) ,y ]  And C__L (~, /3 )  So by persistence of 2~ formulae. 
L (~, f l )~  ~[cA(x),y] So A = C ~ and A is transitive And A <~ L(flR,/3) So A 
is an L(~0L a)  We are done ff we show a </35~ 
We first observe thai since 3' was a hm~t ordinal, L (~,  3') has a pa:rmg function, 
and thus we can ass,3me ach element of A is definable from a single parameter m 
3') 
Cons)der the Z, function ~-Sat~ defined m ([I], Section V I) L(~)>,/3)~I~ - 
Sat~[~', y, x] ~ff ~ codes a (fimtary) Z~ formu!a w~th two frez vanable~ and 
L(9".)Lfl)~ ~(x ,y)  Let O(a,x) assert that a ~s an o~dered pmr (÷,y and ~ ~s a 
(fimtary) ~, formula of the form 
X( UzU,) & ('38)(u: ~ L(~)~, 8) & (V 3" < 8)(Vv ~ L(~0~, 3')) --7 X( V, uO) 
and ,Y,-Sat~(¢~, y, t )  
Each fimtarv ~ ~s m HF ~ and hence m L(.~, 3') And since 3' ~s a hm~t ordinal, 
for z, ny parameter y, (~0, y)~L(9)~, y) Thus ~(a ,x)  defnes a v~ (m L(~ffd,/3)) 
projection fiom L (~,  or) into L(~3~, y) If a I>/35~, the composmon of the proJec- 
tion of L(~r~,/3) into L(~,/35,) and L(~r~, a )  into L (~,  3') gwes us a projection of 
L(~, /3)  into L (~,  3') - -  which contradicts the defimt~on of/35~ 
Theorem I1.3.8. Le: L(93~,/3) be a unton of admtsstble L(~)L 3,)'s Then tf to < ~5 < 
/35e, there t~ an a, e~ < a </3,*0, such that L(~R, a )  <~ L(~. /3)  
Proof. The proof ~s essentlally the same as for Theorem II 3 5 We note that the 
defimtlon~ of < ,  pred, and the Mostowskl collapsing function are uniform, 
absolut% and .~ Thus the same defimtJons wdl work m L(~V02,/3) since the necessary 
functions all he m some adm~sslble L(9)L y) Slmdarly, smce a ~ formula is true m 
L(~)J~,/3) ~f~ it ~s )rue m some L(~))~, y )~ L(93~, fl), the same predicate ~-Sat: that 
defined truth of ~ formulae ,n all admissible sets defines truth m L(~r~,/3) The 
proof now goes through as before [] 
Corollary 11,3.0. Let L(~, /3)  be a unzon of admtsszble L( .~,y) 's  I f  flJt> to, 
L(~L [350 ts admtss~ble 
Proof. We again clearly need check only do collectlon S. suppose 
L(~32./3~0~ (Vx ~ a)(~V)~(x, y, z)  Then 
L(9)'d,/3)1= (Vx ~ a) (3y)¢(x ,  y, z) 
By Theorem I1 3 8, there is an <z -~ PS, such that L(9)~, a )  <~ L(g)~,/3) So for all x m 
a L(93~, ~)~ (3~y)¢(x, y, z) Sc 
L(9)~,/3~)f'~(VxEa)(3y~L(~,cc))q~(x,) '~z) [] 
A slm,'lar proof tells us that L(~.R,/3~0 satisfies ,.v~ separat)on unless /3~< to 
Corollary IL3.10. Let L(~9~,/3) be admtsstbte or a umon of adrnt~stbles Let/3"~ > to. 
A f: L(~,/3~),  B _C A, B E, tn L(gJ2,/3). Then B E L(~, /3~ 0 
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Proof. Suppose x~B ~ff L (~, /3 )~(~y)~(x ,y ,z )  By Theorem I i35  and 
Theorem II 3 8 there ~s an a </3*  such tbat A ~ L(ga2, o~) and L (~,  e¢) <~ L()7~, 13) 
Then for all x G B, l.(g.I~ a )~(~v ' lq : (x ,y , z )  So 
B={v~A (3y~L(~)~,oe) ) , f ( , c ,y , z )}  
So B ~ L('JJ~,/~,~3 
Corollary 11.3.11. Let L('~J~, a )  he admtsstble or the ,xmon o] adm,s~ble~s ie t  ~ be 
the least ordinal sued that L(~ c~) ~ weal, ly prol~ ,_ nboe into I (~ ,  /3 ) Fhen ~f [3 ~ o~. 
L(gJ~, [3) ~s admtsst,  le 
Proof. Supp~ ~e not As tot v project~bfllty, ,9 is a hm~t ~ rdm-d Let 3' be the least 
ordinal greater thav, /3 such that L(gJL 7) ~s ,tdm~ss~ble L(.g)I. T) ~s 2, p~oject~ble 
into L(~)2, 13) since L('.~ 3') = HYP(L(~)) ?,/3)) So 3',~ ~</3 But L(~))~ y,~,) ~s admissi- 
ble or y.3,<~ co, so Y'~,~" /3 Composing week projectmns we get that L (~,  ~) ~ 
weakly proJectable into (q37, y~,), contradwtmg the defimtmn of fi k3 
The hnal result ~s t~-e on we peed m the next sect~o- 
Definition 11.3.12. Let v,., be the least ordinal a > co, such that L(~32~ a)  ~ 
adm~ssdqe and not weakly prolectlble mto some L(9)L/3) for t3 < a 
Corollary 11.3.13. Le' L(~,13) be admissible or a mton of admt~s~bles, /3 < u,, 
Then L(~N,/3) t6 weaklv prolecttble mto L(~,  co) 
Proof. Suppose not Let/3,~* be the least a such that L(')J~./3) is weakly projectable 
into LQJ)2, a )  By assumption/3,$~* > co So L(')J~,/3~*) is admissible, and/3~* < ~,,~,, 
so L (~ /3,~,*) is weakly projectlble into some LQYJt, T) for y </3,~* Whmh gives tl- e 
t~sual contradlctlon A final remark should be made about the size ot v,~,~ Ut 
Remark 11.3.14. It follows trivially, from Lemma II 5 3 that for all integers n and 
all admtsslble LOJL a) (a  > co), L(~,  a)  is v prolectlble into some A ~ L (~,  cx) 
(resp weakly X. prolectlble) lff there is a v functmn on L(~L a)  mapping a 1-1 
into &sjomt subsets of some B ~ L(3J~, a)  (resp a £.  fur, ctlon on LQ-OC a)  mapping a 
subset of some B E L (~,  c~) onto o)  Thus for any 9~,k(v,.~) is not weakly ~. 
prolect~ble for any n 
4. In which HYP,~, goes on beyond co 
In this sectmn, as promised, we show that m some fmrly natural cm:umstances 
LQ~O~,a) Is adm~sslble if and only it a is admissible and ~ is aqecurswel~y 
sa'.urated, ~e ,  a-regularity comes along tree Perhaps most' s~gmficantly, we ,,how 
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that ~(~R). the ordinal of HYP~, ~s always just the least admissible c, such that ~IR ~s 
c¢-recurmvely saturated 
To a certain extent we draw upon the relatmnsh~p between admissible sets and 
first order pos~twe mductwe definmons, first de~eloped in [2] We also use results 
about acceptable structures (The norton of acceptability ~s due to Moschovak~s A
structure ~R ~s acceptable ff ~t has a definable pamng functmn (an ]'. M" ~-~ ; M)  
and co'a~ams a definable set X and a definable relatmn < on X such that 
(X, < )~ (to, < ,, ) We shall quote standard results about acceptable structures as 
needed Posmbly the most conose account of the facts needed here ~s to be found m 
Chapter 6 of [1] ) Later m the ,,ectlon we shall also use Corollary 1[ 3 13 
Th~orem 11.4.1. Suppose ~32 ~s not recurswely saturated Then for any adrmsstble 
ct > to, ~ ts a-recurswely saturated ~ff L(~,  to) ts (and tff HF~ ts, where HF~0~ s the 
set of heredmmiy fimte sets budt upon ~ as a set of urelements) 
Proof. Clearly L(~R, to) is o~-recurswely saturated :=> HFa~ is a-recurswely 
saturated ::> ~ ~s a-recurswely saturated So we need only prove that ff ~R ~s 
c~-recurswety saturated then L (~,  to) is a-recurswely saturated 
Let/3 --~ ~,~ (x, y) be a-recurswe, z E L(~R, to), {~ (x, z )}, o~-fimtely satisfiable m 
L(~0~, to) As ost~al, we may assume that. the parameters z are m M O {M} and that 
/3' >/3 ~ (~0~' :~ 9~), the latter, by taking conjunctmns, the former, by replacing 
each parameter by ~ts definmon using the o7 functmns So ,~ts  ~0~ (x, m, M)  For all 
/3 < o~ we have L(~to)~(~x)~oo(x ,m,M ) 
Let 5 = {.9, ~ to} be the collectmn of fimte conjunctmn of "~-funct  ons" 
including ~ We assume the map t~,  ~s recurswe (W~th shght vmlatmn of 
notatmn we haw" thin .9(M 13 {M})= L(~ff~, to)) So for each /3 < a 
L(~, to )~ V (3p)~oo(~,(p,m),m,M) 
i~to  
(Where again the length of the sequence p depends upon the choice of t). 
Since ~02 ts not recurswely saturated, we can choose a recurswe {~, (z, y) t E to} 
and parameters n m M such ti'~at I > t :=> (~, ::)' ~o,), and for all t, ~7~1= (3z)O, (z, n), 
but ~ ~(3z)  A,~,o$,(z, n) 
Then we hove for all /.3 < c~ that 
l..(~ff~, to) ~ ( 3 q ) V (~)2 ~ ~, (q, n ) & ( .]p)~o (St (p, M), m, M)) 
~Ecu 
(That the predicate ~0~ I = ~ (q, n) is expressible by a formula o!' L (a )  m m fact an 
mfimtary zlo formula, which ts what we need here m and that the mapping from ~, 
to the formula expressing ~0~1= ~b,(q, n) is a-recurswe - -  Is atl a consequence of 
Lemma I I  5 2 ) 
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By Subst~tutatnhty Lemma A (Lemma II 5 7) we get (effectwely m/3) that there 
~s an L(a)-form'ala O~(q, n, m) st~ch that ~ Oe(q, ~, m) ~ff 
L(~g~, to) ~ V [~!32 t= 0, (q, n) a ( ]p )~ (y, (iv, M), m, M)] 
So {0~ (q, n, m)} ~s o~-r e (and hence equwalent o an a-recurs~ve set of formulae) 
and ~t ~s a-fimtely satisfiable by some q F~x such a q There ~s a Ic such that 
!IR~ 0~ (q, n) & --n t~.~(q, n) 
So ~ve get that for each /3 
L(.~R,o)~ V (~p)~o~(~,(p,M) m,M)  
Now I claim that the result holds for one fixed [ ~< k - -  ~ e for a fi)~ed ~ ~ k and all 
f l<a  
L (~,  to)~ (3p)q~ (p, (p, M), m, M) (~,) 
For ff not, since/3' >/3 f f  (~0~ :ff q~), for e,~oh i <~ k there 1. a supremum/3, : f  the 
fl's for which (*a) holds But then since for each 3, ~" a one of the t's works, 
a = I,.J,.k/3. a contradiction 
Now we apply substltutabd~ty and a-recurs~e saturanon again to get a '~mg~e 
sequence p such that 
L(.~, to)~ q~ (o¢, (p, M), m, M) 
for all /3 < a This gwes us that {~} ~ ~atlsfiable, as destred [] 
The following lemma is rather obwous and was probably noteo by others too 
Lemma 11.4.2. Let ~ be acceptable Then ~(9~) ts the least admts~tble a such that 
?rid is a-recurslvely saturated 
Proof Sketch. Since !Ill ~s acceptable there is an inductive defimt~on over ~ that 
closes off m exactly ~(~1)2) steps - -  so ~2)2 Is not a-recurslvely saturated for ar~y 
Theorem 11.4.3. ©(.~R) ts the least admissible ordinal a such that 92~ is a-recur*zvely 
saturated 
Proof. If ~ =to, we are dcne (by Theorem II 13) If not. clearly ~(gY~)~-- 
©(L(~02, to)). But L (~,  to) is ~cceptable So ©(L(~il)~, to)) is the least a ,,uch that 
L(!IR, to) is a-reeurswely saturated But this ordinal by the above theorem, 1,, al~o 
the least a such that ~ zs ~-recurswely saturated []  
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Since L (~,  ~o) tends to be a fairly nice structure, Theorem II 4 1 also gives us a 
way to test L (~,a)  for adm~ss~bflity for some other relatwely small admissible 
ordinals a 
Theorem II.4.4. Let A be a transmve structure with uretements, let [3 be admissible, 
[3 > o(A) ,  let B = L(A, q) be weakly prolecttble into A Then for o~ adm:sstble, 
a >/3, A ~s ct-recurswel~' saturated tff B t~ 
Proof, The ~ dlrec*lon is again trivial since A ~ L(A,/~) For  the => direchon we 
shall, essentmlly, exhibit a translation scheme converting a formula about B to one 
about A 
So supoose A is ¢-recmslvely saturated and let ~(x,  b, A )  be a- recuIswe and 
a-finitely satisfiable m B As usual, we may assurre each parameter  b Js in A - -  
again by substitutability 
Suppose ~t(z,q, b, A )  defines the (weak) projection Iql = z ~ again, we may 
assume the parameters b are m A ~ and w~thout loss of generality we may assume 
we have the same b as before (by expanding the previous list to include the new) 
We assumed B i = (3x)~¢~ 0~, b, A )  for each 3' < a Let a be any (weak) projection 
of such an x m 4 q hen 
B~(3x) [~(x ,a ,b ,A)  & ~(x ,b ,A) ]  (%) 
Since a >/3 we can a-recursively find a x . (a ,b )  such that A ~x . (a ,b~ ~ff (%) 
holds Now, by a-recurswe saturation of A, we can rhoose an a such that for all 
3' < a A t= ~v(a, b) [~ut then this is a (weak) projection of some x such that for all 
3"<aB~(x ,  bA)  [] 
The ~ame proof gl~es us a slightly stronger thegrem 
Theorem II.4.5. Let A be a transmve structure with urelements, let ce be admissible, 
o( A ) < fl <~ T < u ; let B = L(A, [3) Suppose there is a functzon 6efinable m L(A, 3,) 
mappmg a subset of A onto B Then A is a-,,ecursively saturate~t iff B ts (Thus the 
proIectwn also can be defined by an L(a)  formula )
Definition I1.4.6. Let %(~ft~) denote the T'th ordinal a such that L(~2R, a )  is 
admissible (Here we mean ro(~0"t) = ©(~¢) ~ we start countwg at 0 )  
Corollary ~L4.7. I[ 9J~ ts not recurswely saturated, then r, (.~) ts the n 'th admlsstble 
ordinal a such that L(~,  at) ts a-recurswety saturated 
Proof. (by reduction on n) We have the result for n = 0 by Theorem II 4 3. 
We kno~ that L(~JR, "r. (~) )  is projectxble into L(~)~, to) (See [1]. Theorem V 5 3) 
and i.(~Y~, ~-. (gJ2)) is acceptab le ,  so the least c~ > ~-. (~)  such that L (~,  ~. (~02)) is 
a-recurswely saturate~i is T.+l(gt~) By Theorem It 4 4, this is the least a > z. (~)  
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such that L(s.N, o9) ~s ~e-recurs~vel~ s tur.~ted And by Theorem 1I 4 l, tht~ r, the 
,east a > "r,,(~q)2) such that g)~ is ee-recuIs~velv satu.ated [] 
Corol lary 11.4.8. I f  ~.~J~ not recu)stvety ,,aturated, and tf ce > C(q)~) ~s admt%tble, 
~)~ ts a-reeurs~vely saturated tff HYP~ ~ 
Yheorem II 4 4 wdl gwe us the ~uccessor stages of the pr,~of of Theorem 11 4 l 1 
Theorem II 4 4 and Corollary II 4 I3 w,l! gwe us the hm~t stages 
Theorem 11.4.9. Let  a be admtss~ble, a > C(~) ,  a = U{~ 
L(~,a.~) ~s weakly  prolect~ble rata ~ Then L(~,o¢) ~ 
a-recurstvely saturated 
Y < ~I }, where each 
admtsstble ~ff ~ ts 
Proof. The :::> direction is easy as usual "ihe techmques of the 'C- dvectxm arc. 
now famflmr so we shall only sketch the p~oof Again, we prove ~ne contrapo ,~t~ve 
of Ao collection we assume for e~, "h/3 < a th,~*, tar some ~, L('~ ,e) ~s a model ~f 
r ~ a & (Vy ~ L(~L/3) ) (~ ,~(x, y, z)) (~,,) 
and show that for some x L (~, , r )  :~ a raodel of 
x ~ a & (Vy) (~ ,~(x, y, z)) ~ ~) 
Since a ~ some L(~.~, o<,), we can took not for x but for ~ts projectaon m ~l And, as 
usual, we can replace each pzrameter  (both m the d~splayed formula ar/.l m the 
defir,mon of the projection) by ~ts definmon m L(c~) tram parameters ~n :/~ Since 
the projection ~s definable on L(~l, a , ) ,  it ~s/-to on L(~,  o~) So we have translated 
the formula (*0) rata an L(,~) formula about ~,  and we find th~ proJection of an x 
satisfying (*',) as usual Finally, we go backward to get x []  
The most mt,','estmg specml case of Theorem II 4 o seems to be for ff~ = L(~CfJ~, w) 
Then ff at > w, o~ admissible, L (~,  ,x) = L(~02, c~) 
Corollary 11.4.10. I f  ~ ts not recurstvely saturated, and a ts admts~lhte, o, = U{a,}  
where each L(~ff~,a~) has a definable prolectwn mr) L(~D2, co), then L(~Yd~,ce) ts 
adrnlsstble tff ~ ts a-recurswely saturated 
Proof. By Theorem II 4 l and Theorem II 4 9 [] 
Theorem II.4.11. Suppose ~02 ts not recurstvety saturated and a ts adtmsstble, 
a <- v~ Then L(932, a )  ~ adrmss~ble lff ?Y~ Is e~-recurs~vely saturated 
Proof. Suppose the result fa,ls for some a, ~ e ,  c~ ~s admissible, c~ ~ v~, ~,~ ~ 
a-recurswely saturated, but L (~,  a )  is no* admissible Let/3 = sup{-/< o< L(.q)L y)  
Is admissible} (We know /3 # 0 smce re > o(HS~ P,~,~) by Theorem 1I 4 3 ) 
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Case I /3 < a Then L(~, /3)  ~s adm~ssible or a union of admiss~bles, o by 
Corollary II 3 13 it ~s weakly projectable into L (~,  ,o) By Theorem II 4 1, L(~R, o~) 
is a-recurswely saturated So by Theorem II 4 4, L(~R,/3) is a-recurswely ~atu- 
rated So by Theorem II 4 3, a = ~(L(.¢02, 13)) So L(~flR, o~) is admiss~ble 
Case II /3 = a The result is then immediate fr,,m Corollary II 4 10 []  
5. In which we prove some messy lemmas 
In this section we prove some messy lemmas Vve have already used the sene~ o, 
Lemmas II 5.3, II 5 5, II 5 7, II 5 8, in the previous ecaons These, the Substituta- 
b)lity Lemmas and related lemmas, are basic tools of this paper, I have merely 
deferred the proofs since the~ are messy and, ,,eemmgly, rather specmhzed The 
first result, the Bounded Satisfaction Lemma (the me~slest of the bunch) seems 
helpful mostly m slmpfifymg proofs by ebmmatmg a compactness argument 
The Bounded Satisfaction Lemma is inspired 0y a desire to speak more carefully 
of the predizate "a  ~ q~(s)" for a, ~, ~ L (~,  a )  and s a function from the free 
variables of q~ to a It is a A, predicate on admissible I . (~,  a )  it is expressible in the 
forms ( : l f )$(a,  g,, s) and Olf)~b(a, ~, s) The lemma tells us where we need to look 
for these t 's  The result also tells us that satisfaction is ,~ on l.,(~9~,oQ ff a is 
admissible, even if L (~,  a )  is not 
Definifi(,n IL5.1. A limit ordinal a is closed under addition lff [3, y < a 
Remark. If a is admissible, a is closed under addmon 
Lemma IL5.2. [Bounded San~faction Lemma] Let ~o range over (mfimtary) 
formulae, a over sets, and s over mappings of the free variables o[¢ to a The predicate 
O(  a, ~p, s ), "a ~ ~o [s]", is uniformly A ~ definable on L(~R, a )  for all a closed under 
addition (where of cou)se, it is imphed 'hat a, ~ ~ L(~,  a))  In fact, there are fixed 
lnt('gers m and n such that the predicate O(a, ~, s) l~ amformly At on L(~IR,/3 m + 
n) -- .here ,~, a ~ L(~R,/3) (The integers m and n are dependent only upon the 
language ~ of ~Y~ - -  and recall that we assumed at the outset of the paper that .~ ts 
fixed m any single discussion ) 
Proot sketch. We follow the defmmon of satisfaction in [1], Section I I I  1 The result 
is similar to famlhal work on the constructable sets - -  notably to some of Jensen's 
begmmng results, the difference is that we are c~onmdelmg mfimtary formulas 
But the proof also is similar tc Jensen's proofs 
The major lemma we shall use is Lemma II 6 1 of [1] Let X be a definable subset 
of L(~g~,/3) - -  J e., definable with all parameters in L(0:~,/3) and with all quantlfiers 
restricted to L(~.D2, fl) Tbe~a there is an integer n (dep~ 1dent only upon the defimng 
formula of X)  such that X ~ L(~O~, 13 + r ) 
[denttflcatton f admissible s ts above structure ~ ~ -/7 
Sublemma I. There ts an integer I such that the predmate ~)(y, 3) a~sertmg that 
y = L(~ ~, 3) ~s umformly A~ on L(~)2,26 + 1) 
Proof sketch. We p~ck t by using Lcmma lI 6 1 of [l] and show mductwely on ,~ 
that the function f mapping y to L01)L y) for each 7 ~ 3 ~s umtolmly ~ defiqable 
on L(~' ,26 +1) For successor 6 we build the f by constru;t~on For hm~t 3 we 
show w, ~. can take t ae umon of the preceedmg f 's  by the choice of ] (and Barw~e 
Lemma II 6 1} 
Sublemma II. Let O (L(~2~,/3), a ) denote the ;et of all functtons from a flint,, numbe~ 
of variable symbols of L(~,  t3) into a For a ~ L(~t, y), there are integers k ond 1 
such that G(L(~t,/3), a) ts an element of I_(927, 3' +/3k + 1), and the dofimt~on , f  
G(L(~J '~ [3), a) ts umformly A~ on that set 
Proof sl~etch. There are two ca~es /3 fimte and/3 mfmte Both are falrl) obvious 
Sublemma III. For suttaSle m, n there are funcnons P, T and F umform v A, 
definable on L(,~,/3m + n) such that, for y ~L(~ ~ ~) and a ~ L(~ /3) 
(1) P(y)  = 1, t fy  ts an mfimtary formula wzth only fimteiy many free varta61es, 
P(y)  = 0 otherwtse 
(2) /fP(y) = 1, T(y, a) ts the set of all functwns m G(L0~,/3),  a) such ;hc, t ~ t~ 
an assignment funcnon for e~actly the fi'ee varmbles of y at~a a ~ q~[s] 
(3) If  P(y )= 1, F(y ,a )  sattsfies all the same clause~ a* T(y)  e~c~pt ,hat 
a ~ -1 ,¢ [s] 
Proof sketch. Much as for Stlblemma ~ [] 
The other major results of this secttor, the Subshtutablhty Lemmaq, arc what we 
need for a more careful analysis of the structure of L (~ a', These are, m fact, the 
pr:n, ~,pal tools of th~s chapter Before turmng to them, however, we need two 
ptehmmary lemmas (The reader may note that the results of th~s ection are mostly 
mfimtary analogues of the lesutts m Sechon II 7 of [1] ) 
Lemma II.5.3. Let ~ be any ordinal Every x m L(~,a)  ts equal to 
~(L(9~,&) L(~J)2,3,)ql qk) for some 31 8j< a, some q, q~ m M, and 
some J a (fimte) composlnon of ~ ~ 
Proof. An easy mduchon on a [] 
Remark. If a ts a hmlt ordinal, L (~,  a)  is exactly the set of inch x's 
Definition 11.5.4. An A~ formula ts an mfimtary-Ao formula ~f all t,'~ quar, hficrs 
are bounded It is an A -Ao  formula If tt is an element of LA 
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Lemma I1.5.5. Let a be admtsstble I f  ~(x~ x.y) ts L(a) -  Ao, the relatton 
{x~ x. ~ M L(~0~,a)~ q~(x~" x~M)} 
t~ an L(o 0 definable ~ubset of 92~ ~ and the mapping from ~ to the formula defining 
the relatwn ts a-recurstve 
Proof. A tnvml mduct~on on L(a)-A0 formulae 
Definition 11.5.6. Let A be a trans~twe set Let F be a funchon F ~s A-  
substttutable (for A -  Ao formulae) ff for ever 3, A -  Ao tormula ~c there ~s an 
A - A0 formula ~b such that ~(F(u) ,  ~) ¢=> $(u, v) Let B be a set (or class) of such 
A's.  Then F ~s uniformly substttutable tnB ff ~t ~s subshtutable m each A m B and 
the mapping sendurg ~ to ~ ~s uniformly zl~ We say F ~s umform!y substitutable ff ~t 
~s t.mformly substitutable m the clas~ of admissible sets L(ce) 
Immedmtely we ~?ecmhze to F 's  where for all x, F (x )  ~s a set (-ot an urelement) 
Results quoted from [1] may apply only to that case 
[,emma 11.5.7. (Substltutabdlty Lemma A) 
(a) The operatwns ~ "~N ~ and L( , 8) are umformly substitutable (The 
substttutton for L( , 8) Is umform ~n all admts,~tble L(a)  where 8 < a Moreover, m 
such L(ot), the subst~tutwn ts untforl ~ly recur, wem 8)  
(b) Let~beaf imte language,  andletabeadmtsstb le  L t~(w~ wov)E~be 
L(o~)- do Then we can a-recurszvely find a tp such that for ut u, and v m any 
structure 92~ for ~, 
L(~, o~)~ ~p(~,(u,) ~,~(u~)v) 
O7 
~ ~(u,  . u,,v) 
fo, any (fimte) compos,twns ~ ~. of~,  oq;N ~ and L( , 8)(8 < a)  Aga,n, the 
mappmg ~o to ~b ts also a-recurstve m the 8's revolved 
(c) Let a be admt~stble Let ~(u, v) be a ]ormula of L(a)  (posszbly mvolvtng 
5~ ~N @ and L( ,8 )  as before) Then there zs a - re  set of formulas 
t)~ (x, v ) ([3 < a)  s,.wh that tb~ (x, v) ¢:> ~,(L(x,/3), v ), the ~'s not mvolwng the f"s ,  @, 
or the L( , 6)'s 
(d) Let a, ~ be as above, ~ L(a)  - Ao Then there ts an ct-r e set o[ formulae ~ (~ ) 
(not revolving the if's, @, or L( , 6)'s) such tha' for any structure ~R for ~ - -  where 
~o ~_.SP~ , - -  qnd all v m M 
L(~ a)  ~ ~v (L(~R, /3 ), v) 
¢/ 
~-  ,po (v) 
Proof, (b), (c), and (d) are all corollaries of (a) and Lemma i]; 5 5 Thus ~e but 
sketch a proof of (a) 
Ident~fica'*on f adm~sstble sets above *,tr ~ctures t79 
The result of (a) for ¢~ ~ and ~ is already shown m ([1 }. Section II 71 - -  the 
fact that he assumes ~ to be fimtary makes no slgmficant &fference So we need 
only consider L( , 6) We use Barwrse's Lemma II 7 5 to see that F Is substltulable 
lff for each Aoq~,(3x ~ F(y))q~(x.v) ~s equwalent o a _% formula We arc now 
ready to prove the result for L( . (3) by mduttmn on 6 
For 6=0there~snothmgtoprove  L (u ,0 )=u For ,5=~,+l  we have that 
q~(L~u. 3/+ 1), v) ¢:> ~(@(L(u, y)), v). 
the latter being substutable since ~S and L( , 8) are And for 8 a hm~t we have that 
(::Ix ~ L(u, ~)),p(x, v) rff 
V (~lx ~ L(u 7))~(x, v) (~ 
~<8 
Now I clmm that ~t ~s easy to see that the subst ~tutron scheme although rather m~,re 
comphcated than ~t seems at first tc be, ~s a-recurswe, ~o the set of ft~rmulae 
derived from ~0 by applying the mduzhve essumpt,,on for y < ~ ~s o -tm~,c ,,o ~he 
formula (*) rs a formula of L(cr) 5o we have sketched a proui" ov mdu~*~o,a 
s~multaneously of the existence of the eqmval~,~t formulas and of the effecm e,,e~s 
of the procedure [] 
Lemma II.5.8. (Substrtutabdrty Lemma B) Let a be adml~stble 
(a) Let q)(v)~ ~c, ) ,  ~P posstbly mvolwng u fimte number of functzon~ among 
j~, ~¢N,~,and L ( ,6 ) ( fo rS<a)  Let /3<a Then~here~sat[~(v)EL(a)~uch 
that for all ~ and all m m M, L(.gJ~,/3)1= ~(m ) tff 92;~  t)(m ) - -  ond the mapping 
from ¢ and/3 to 0 ts a-recurswe 
(b) Let ~(m )E  ~. ,  as m (a) Then there is an a-r e ~et of formulae 6~(m ) suUl 
that L(~J3 [3)~ ~p(m) tff ~ .~ ~b~(m) 
Proof. (a) is an easy corollary of Lemma ti 5 2 aad Lemma II 5 7, and (b) tollow~ 
tnvrally from (a) 
CorolJary IL5.9. Let a be admrsstble The subsets of 92~ m L(ff)~, a ) are lust the 
L(a)-definabte subsets of ~ 
Prool[. Much as for Theorem II 7 l of [1] For the easy &rectlon we note lhat the 
formula may by construed to be an element of L(~)~,/3) for some/3 <- a and apply 
Lemmal I52  For the hard drectmn we needLemmas I I53  I I55  and 1157 
CHAPTER HI. 
RESPLENDENCY AND ADMISSIBLE SETS 
Ressayre, m [12], isolated a property of saturated structures he called "stro,~g 
relation um,,ersahty" and used ~t te find saturated model-type proofs of var~ou~ 
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results in mfimtary logic Part of :he basic result of that paper was that If ~ is 
c~-lecurswely saturated and oe-regular, ~ ts strongly relation universal for the 
language ~,~ Barwise later noticed the same propety of saturated models, which he 
called resplendency, and he also noted that all countable recurswely saturated 
models are resplendent Barwlse and I then went on to study these models My 
model theoretic observations (together with some of Barwlse's basic ones) will be 
contained In a future paper (wlta some overlap with the results of [12]) But we also 
went on to study uncountable *esplendent models, which Ressayre had not, and 
certain nice results about these models themselves are contained m this chapter In 
Section 1 we shall see that among countable models recursive saturation is 
equivalent c resplendency In general, however, resplendency as the stronger 
notion Results from Sections 2 and 3 will suggest hat, model theoretically, 
resplendency is perhaps the more lnterstlng notion 
1. Introduction to resplendency 
Definition III.1.1. A model ~02 as resplendent if whenever ~ >-~.~ and 
~(3R)O(R ,m)( ra  n M),~J)2~(3n)O(R, ra) 
That is, ~r)2 < 9~ ~ ~ <~I 97 
Remark. We define resplendency for models of any languages, but we use it 
primarily for finite ones (We shall feel free later to redefine the notion for infinite 
laoguages to get more interesting -esults See [3] ) 
It is nnmediate from the definition (and, say, the proper form of the upward 
Lo~venhe~m-Skolera Theorem) that ff 9~ is resplendent, he cardinahty of each 
mf, mte definable subset of ~ is the same as the cardinahty of 
l-~or any 21 formula (::lR)~o(R,x) (~o in tile language 2T(R)~), let 
• (x )={~t~)~o~ ,p(R,x) ~ ~(x)} 
Proposition 111.1.2. A structure ~ (for a language ~)  ,s resplendent zff /or every 2f l 
formula (3R)¢(R ,x )  (~ in the language ~(R)),  
~.~(3R)~(R ,x )  Cep A C~(x) 
Proof. Immediate from Godel compactness 
Theorem 111.1.3. E~,ery special model ts resphndent 
Proof. The seco,o condmon of Proposition III. 1 2 was estabhshed fo - sepecml 
models by Chang and Moschov ~kis (see, e g [4] Proposmon 5 3 t) Q 
Memtficat~on fadm~s~tble s ts above souctures 1~1 
Corollary III.1.4. Every saturated model ~s resplendent 
Theozen" I l iA.5. Let ~J~ be a structure for a language ~ Let ~. >~ I~)~l, I~I Then ~J~ 
has a n splendent elementary e,cten~on of cardmahty 
Proof. The proof is by means of a sumple but messy elementary chain argument 
There are ~< K formulae (3R)O(R, x) m LP(R)~,, and there are -<- K sequences ra, 
so there are only ~c ..v~ formulae ,n parameters from M that the resplendcn 
extension must realize Let T~ be Theory (s))~,,~)t.3{0(R0,., m) for some 
92 >-.¢f)~, 9~ ~ (3R )O(R, m )~ 
Suppose Tt is inconsistent Then some fimte subset of it l, mconstent --- or more 
specifically, some fimte set of formulae O(Ro,.,m) is mconslstent with Fheory 
(~M). even though each alone is consistent with ~fheory (932,~) by a~svmp~lo~a A~,( 
th~s us a contradiction to the Robinson Conslstenc'~ Theorem qc~ 7, is consistent 
(Note that we here really need to use the Robmsor~ Consl,'~ency Theorem only fo. 
fimte languages Thus ts of interest since we p~ove xactly that case m a forthcoming 
paper using countable recurslvely saturated mt,~els ) 
T~ us a theory m a language c¢, containing all symbols of ~, a new ~onstan* 
symbol m for each m m M, and a new relation symbol Ro ,. for 0 in ~(R)  .... and m 
m M Thus]~, ]<~¢ 
So let 932~  T~, 1~3~1 = ~" (Ther, ff some ~ >- 932~ is a model of (3R)O(R, m) wltt, 
m/rum M, 9~,~(3n)O(R,m)  ) ~?.IS~>-T)2 
Now repeat the construction, looking at all ,~ formulas in (~)  .... w~tl'~ param- 
eters from M,, and get ~?.,, a structure for a larger language ~z (of cardmahty ~) 
192~:1 = K, and ~1 ~ >" ~,  Iterate th~s procedure t~ t~mes to get structure,, ~ ,  for 
languages ~,  everything of cardmahty K
The chain of ~2,'s behaves essentially hke an elementary chain any fimte set or 
symbols from Lt~, = I . . J ,~  hes m some ~,  and ~.~2~ <~,~, !~ <.~,~l/f~, <
Thus we can define the umon ~3~o, f the chain of modeK just as for elementary 
chains, and for each / ~ co, ~.~, < ~,  I ~ Let 92 = ~ I ~ Clearly I~'l I = ~, and 
~ > ~ So we need but cheek that ~ ~s resplendent 
Suppose for some 92' > 92, 92'~ (~ R)0(R, n), for some 0 E ~(R  )~. and some n 
~a N Thus set of parameters n hes m some M~ So we w~sh to pro',e that 
~'12~÷,~ O(Ro ~. n) ~ and thus ~.  ~ O(Ro., n), and thus ~1=- (~R)O(R. n) 
We have that ~O~+t I=- O(Ro., n) uff for some 92' > ~!)2. 92'~ (-~R)0(R, n) If no such 
'~' e~sts, then the t~eory T=Theory  (~¢ff~M,)U O(R.n)~s inconsistent So ~orne 
fimte p~ece T*LI 0(~tL n) of ~t us mzons~stent But this will again give us .~ 
zontrathct~on to the Robinson Consistency Th~orem, for 
Theory (9.I~, I L¢)~, = Theory (92 t ~)M,, 
a complete theory, and Theory (~1~)~,  ~s consistent w~th O(R,n) by 
assumptmn []  
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Remark. The proof shows each ~32,o 1~9~ s tslo resplendent 
Proposition 111.1.6. Let 9~ be resplendent I/ ~..~-=- ~ and .~ (~R )O(R ) (wtth no 
parameters m 0), ~(~R)O(R)  If ~>-~ and (~R)O(R,,n)  holds m some 
elementary extenswn of 93i~, ~ ~ ( ~ R )O( R, m) 
Proof. By trivial compactness arguments 
Theorem 111.1.7. [Barw~se] Let ?07 be an mfimte resplendent s ructure for a fimte 
language ~f Let 5~* be any language whtch ts a An subset of HF,.v, Let T be a theory 
m .Sf*, T X~ m HF~, Then tf ~.~ has an elementary extenston expandable to a model 
of T, ~ can be expanded to a model of T 
Proof. This ~s a corollary, essentially, ef a theorem of Kleene [8] A coextended-2fz~ 
formula on mfimte ~ is a ~?~ formula on the structure (~,  HF0Y 0) where all first 
order ex~=tensial quantlfiers are restricted to ~9~ We quote Theorem IV 2 8 flora 
Barwlse [1] coextended-X'~ = v~ The transl,mon of T into a coextended-Vl 
formula is now fairly obvious To say ~? is so. expandable Is essentially 
(3 Sat) [Sat satisfies the inductive defimtton of 
satisfaction and (V~, E HF(932))[q~ T :::> ~ ~ Sat]] 
This is easily seen to be coextended -Y~ (Notice that fimtely many parameters from 
• ~ can be carried along as symbols in T ) And we can easdv read off the relattons in 
~* from any such Sat [] 
Remark. To u~e th~s Kleene method we must assume, as r, oted, that 9J~ ~s mfimte 
Since these results are mostly trwml for fimte 932, we assume henceforth that all 
models are mfimte We also assume ~ is finite 
For ~'* ~- £f plus a new constant we get 
Corollary HI.I.8. If ~ ~s resplendent, ~Y~ ts recurs~vely saturated (It is tnwal for 
fimte ~J)2 ) 
Theorem III.!.9. [Ressayre and Barv~lse, independently] Let ~202 be countable and 
recurswelv ~aturated Then .q~ ts re~plendem 
B~rwlse's original proof used Sveuomus' [13] characterization of 2~ predicates 
over countable model,~ Ressayre was s~mdar, but d~d net use Svenonlus' result 
explicitly 1 snail sketc/a Barwise's first proof and then gl~ en another proof more 
allied to admtsmble sel theory 
Proof # 1. By Svenomtls' result, for every 2~ formula I/' = (: iR)q,(R, x) there is a 
recurswe closed game formula G(x) not mvolvmg R such that 
lde~tlficauon of adm~ss~bl~ ,et  above ~tructu.e, 183 
(i) m all models ~.O?.~3)~N(~R)~#(R,x) ~ G(~ ), 
(n) m all countable modci.~ ~)~.~)?~ (3R)O(R,x)¢:5 G(x) 
Now by a shght modification of a theorem of Kelsler []]. m any recur,,Ivelv 
saturated model a recurswe closed game |ormula is equwalent to the conlunction ot 
~ts fimte approx~mattons, 
~.)~ G(x) ~ A F(x) 
where C is the set of fimte approxlmatmns On the other hand, each closed ~,ame 
formula ~mphes the conjunction of its fimte approx~matmns, a e ,  
G(x) '~ A r(x) 
Now suppose ~ is countable and recursweiy saturated, and for some ~J~ > ~rj~. 
921=(3R)O(R,x) Then ~ G(x) So ~ ,~ F(x) But ~<3,  and each element 
ot f" is fimtary, so ~02~ A F(x) Since ~ is re,'urswely saturated ~ G(x) And 
thus, since ~ is countable 9)~(3R)$(R,x)  [] 
) 
Remark.  Proof #1 (and Corollary II! 1 8) act, rally shows treat 9)2 is resp)~.dent if* 
~ ~s recurswely saturated and for each S'~ gr(~) there t~ a closed game" tormula 
G(x) such that 
O) ~ ,F(x) © G(x), 
(2) ?07~ g,(x ) ¢> G(x) 
Proof #2.  Let ~3~ be countable and recurswely saturated, aad let (BR)O(R x) 
hold in some elementary extension of ~ Let T be a ~ theory (m ttYP,w) desc-lbmg 
a model (~,3 ,  R)  where ~< N and (92. R )~ O(R.x)  
It is easy to see that T has a recurswely saturated model lef T' be a theory of a 
structure (.~J~,3, R ,A ,  ~ ,c ) ,  where (A, ~)  is adm:sstble above some 
(93~, 3 ,  R)  ~ T, (~,  ~ } ~ c ts an integer, and for each n ~ to, c > n Now we see that 
T' is consistent By assumptmn T is consistent, and the axioms that (A. ~ ) is 
admissible and ¢ ~s an integer can obviously be added without inconsistency For 
the rest of the axioms, the axioms c > n, we have that a HYP,~,~-fimte collection of 
such axioms is lust a fimte coUectmn So clemly T' is time, ely satisfiable ~ and thus 
satisfiable since HYP.~ ~s a countable admissible set So let (~ .  92, R, A, ~ ,  c ) ~ T' 
be countable (A, ~ ) ~s a non-to-stamdard a tmss~ble set above (~9~, ~,  R ) So by 
the truncatmn lemma, (~,  92, R) is contained m an admissible set of ordinal w - -  
and thus is r,~curmvely saturated Imphcltly we assumed that T', a theory in HYP,~. 
contamed the mfimtary dmgram of ~ So we have the model ~I)~ we started with 
~)2 < 92. so by Corollary II 1 9 (pseudo-umqueness), 992 ~---- 3 But (3,  R } ~ t)(R, ~c) 
So by chasing around the isomorptnsm we get that 92~ (~R)tO(R,x)  []  
Remark.  Proof #2 shows we can choose (~32, R)  recurswely saturated 
Definition f IL l .10. Let 3 < ~ be structures for a finite language 5 a ~, zs ll'~- 
reflecting to 3 tf whenever ~1~= (VR)q~(R, n) (for q~ first order m ~(R)  and n E N), 
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92 ~ (VR)~o(R, n) 9)2 ~s HI-reflecting ff for each fimte M0 C M there is a countable 
recurswely saturated 92 <~r~ such that MoC N and ~ is Hl-reflectmg to 92 
Theorem III.1.11. A structure 92~ ts resplendent tff tt ts HI-reflecting 
Proof. First suppose ~ 1~ resplendent Let P[ < HYP,~, ~[ countable, M,, C_ A Let 
HYP.jt be the transltwe collapse of PI[ Then 92 is countable and recurswely 
saturated, Mo _C N, and 92 < ~ Then we shall see that ~ ~s//I-reflecting to ~ For 
suppose ~!R ~ (VR)q~ (R, n) Then --7 q:, (R, n) ~s mconslster, t with Theory (g)?M), "nd 
hence w~th a fimte subset of Theory (~u) ,  and we thus can assume ~t to be w~th a 
single sentence o-(n,p) m Theory (.qJ~) Thus ~?~(~p)~r(n,p), so 
~J?~(~p)~r(n,p) But then Theory (~)  ~s inconsistent w~th --n~,(R n), so 
fit ~ (VR)¢(R, n) 
Conversely, suppose 9N is Hl-reflectmg Suppose for some 92>~,  
?~(~R)~o(R,  ra), but ~t~O/R)"nq~(R, ra) Pick 9920<~r~,9)~o countable and 
recurswely saturated, in ~9~R0, such that 9J~ Is H',-reflectmg to ~!1~0 Fhen 
93?0 ~ (VR) --1 ~ (R, ,n ) But ~020 < ~.P, and .~o ~s resplendent, so ~F~o I= (:IR)~o (R, ,,,~ ), a 
contra&ct~on [] 
Remark 111.1.12. The proof of Theorem III 1 11 also shows that a structare ~ Is 
resplendent lff It is recurswely saturated and .2 Hl-reflectmg to eve:y countable 
recurswely saturated 92 < 
Remark 111.1.t3. Barwlse has notwed another corollary of (the proof of) Theorem 
III t 1 1 if ~ < 92. and both are resplendent, and it ~ is a Boolean combmanon of 
HI and X2~ formulas, then 9 J~ ¢,> ¢¢, 9~g,  
Remark tU.I.14. Theorem III 1 11 Is our major tool for proving that Xl formulas 
hold m resplendent models - -  we need merely prove them for countable recurswely 
saturated elementary submodels 3f tile resplendent models Thus most of the local 
model theoretic -esu!ts of countable recurslvely saturated models hold for all 
resplendent models For examgle, if 93~ is a resplendent structure for a fimte 
language, st ~s strongly to-homoseneous i e ,  whenever (~,  m) --- (~ ,  n), (~0~, m) 
(~,  n) We already have this result for countable ~ (Theorem II 1 8), and asserting 
the existence of lhe ,somorph~sm Is X ~ So also, if (93~, 92) is resplendent and ~ - 92, 
then 93~----~ (where ~,f f l  are structures for a fimte language) (Use Corollary 
II 9 4) 
In Section 3 we shall consider briefly propemes analogous to respendency for 
mfimtary languages However, the prime tool of th~s ectmn, Godel's Compactness 
Theorem, fads for mfimtary languages, and accordingly the theory is not nearly so 
nice. 
As ~t stands the notmn of respendency has many of the same weaknesses for 
infinite langueges a~ does the not,.on of recurs~ve saturatmn However, since 
ldenttf~e atton of adm,s~tole sets ahm>e structures ! 8,~ 
uncountable resplendent models are well behaved, ~t ~eems ~easona~te hat ~acv 
are also the proper  model theoretic tool for looking at mfimte languages as we look 
at fimte ones here 
2. Structures in non-standard models of ZF 
It ~s a fmrly natural set-theoretic assampt~on that every set (or structure) ~,, an 
element of some standard model of ZbC Intd~t~ely, we think of the ~meer~e of 
sets as being such a model, formally, ~t follows trorr, for example, the assumption of 
the existence of arbitrarily large anaccess~l~le cardinals fFrom now on m tins section 
we work m ZFC plus the assumptloa that every set ~s contained m some standard 
model ot ZFC ) 
The qt est~on of when a ~et (or structure) he~ m a non-standard moc)ol of Z~C ~ 
more eomphcated It ~s that quest~oq we s~udy here The results a~ ra0",er obvious, 
and some, at least, have been noted oy others, but they meat being set d¢~wn 
together 
Theorem IIL2.1. Let ~ be a non-w-model of KPU Let ~ ~_~ Then ~ ~ 
recurswely saturated 
Proof, Suppose ~ ts not recurswely saturated Then some recurswe ¢P(x, rat v, 
fimtely satlsf~able m '7)2 but not satisfiable S,nce q~ is recurslve, it is representable 
Thus there 1~ a 2~ sentence ~O(z, w) such that for z m the well-founded part of 
~1[,.9~ 4,(z, w) lff z ~ • Then 
,~[ ~ (vx ~ M)(3z )[q,(z, w) & ~t~ --7 z(x, m)] 
In fact, the mapping from each such x E M to the least such z is ?[-recurs)ve, so the 
collection of le~tst such z 's  is an element (ff ~1 (We can say least, for example, by 
assuming a recurswe coding of formulas by integers ~ thus a coding where 
standard integers code standard formulas and vice versa ) But this ~s ,. contradiction 
to 2~'s being non-w-standard, for smce ¢b ts fimtely satisfiable, this collection )~ 
mfimte, while since the type is not reahzed, ~t ~s a subset of the well-founded part of 
Corollary I1[1.2,2 [Friedman] Suppose ~! ~ KPU 9I non-w- ~tandard, ~¢9~, 92E ~[, 
~ZR~92 Th~n ¢~'~v92 If ~,92 are countable, ~92 
Proof. Without loss of generahty we may assume ~0~ and 92 are disjoint Thu~ the 
pair (~,92)  exists and (~ff~,92)EP~ So, by Theorem II I  2 1, it ts recurswely 
saturated But then by pseudo-umqueness (Corollary i I  1 8), ~ ~p 92 []  
We also get an mfimtary generahzatlon 
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Theorem III.2.3. Suppose P[~KPU,  ~)2~ 9[, and ce ~s the ordinal of the well- 
founded part of 9.1 rhen L(.q!R, o~ ) ~s admissible 
Proof. We can coastruct L (~)  inside 9~ m the usual fashmn Then by the truncahon 
lemma, the standard part of th~s L(~.12) has ordinal c¢ and ~s adm~ssable above ~3~ [] 
Corollary 111.2.4. S'~ppose ~1[ ~ KPU, ~!IL N C 9l Let B be the well-founded part of 
91 If ~Y~ ==-~ 92, the,, ~J~-. 92 
Proof. We must show that P)? ~c  9~, where C as the pure part of HYP<,~ ~ To do 
thas we show CCB Again, wathout loss of generahty, we may assume (I'))2,92) 
exasts L((P2~, 97}) :s define 1 as a subset of 9l (wath essentmlly the same E relatmn) 
So the pure sets of L((~)?, '/2)) are cor~tamed among the pure sets of ?l - -  or at least 
asomorphlc opies are So the same holds for the pure well-founded parts of 
L ( (~,~) )  and ~I And C is a subset of the pure part ot L((gJL 92)) [] 
Finally, we get some hm~ted conver~,es to Theorem II I  2 1 and Theorem III 2 3 
Theorem Ill.2.5. Let L(~0?, a) be countable and admtssable Then there zs a non- 
well-founded model 9~ of ZFC such that .nO? E ~J~ and the ordmal of the well-founded 
part of 92 Is ce 
Proof. WedefneaX themyofL (~,oL)  Supposeg)2= (M,R~ R,,) Let o -bethe 
mfimtary dmgram of s2R and let X be ~lx, r~ r.cr(x, r~ r.) For each/3 < o, let q~ 
be an axiom assertang that/3 Is an matml subset of the ordinals of the model (of set 
theory) to be constructed, thas asbures that the ordinal of the well-founded part of 
that model Is at least a Also for each/3 < a, let O0 (c) assert hat c is an ordinal and 
c >/3 Finally, let 
T=X+{~ B<a}+{O~(c)  /3<a}+ZFC 
We assume that T ha~ a standard model ~ and hence it has a model 92 such that the 
ordinal of the well-founded part of 92 is ~< a (See [1], Theorem II I  7 5 ) So the 
ordinal of the well-founded part of 92 as a Since c >/3 for each/3 < a. c must he m 
the non-standard part of 9? --- and thus 92 is non-well-rounded []  
Corollary 111.2.6. Let ~ be resplendent Then there as a non-w-standard model 
of ZFC ~uch that ~ ~ 92 
ProoL The resuh holds for countable recurswely saturated models by Theorem 
III 2 5, and the formula asserting there is such an 9~ ~s clearly coentended-~], so the 
corollary follows by Hl-reflectmn ¢Theorem II I  1 11) [] 
It ~s interesting that a samdar esult holds for another broad class of recurswely 
saturated models coantabl¢ mcorr~plete ultraproduc~s 
Identtqcalton of a~,m ~,,s~ble sets ahote stracttire~ l ,~7 
Proposition 111.2.7. Let ~)~ = Ho ~,  D a countably incomplete ultrope:du~t Then 
TJ~ hes tn a non-w-standard mo&l  of ZFC 
Proof. By assumptmn, each ~,  hes m a model ) ,  of ZFC So Hr~??, he,  m /I,> t, 
wh~c', ~s no . -w-s tandmd [] 
Results Corollary I I I  2 6 and Proposmon III 2 7 me interesting partly m that no) ~11 
countably incomplete ultraproducts are resplendent, nor are :,!1 resplendent model~ 
countably incomplete ultraproducts (For the former, such ultraproducts m,~y be 
two cardinal structures, for the lalter, there are countable ~esplendent m()deb, )
3. HYP~ for resplendent ~3~ 
We l<,mw from the Barwlse Completeness and Compactness Theorem.. that all 
countab'e admissible sets are ~-complete  and S-compact  It ~s well known that 
L(w,) is not either And wlth urelements we can make short uncountable admls,~ ble 
sets - -  and get such p~opemes to fad A weak form of completeness called vab&ty 
admlsslbhty, states merely that the set of vahd forlnulae 0 e ,  formulae he)[drag m 
all structures) ~s ~ And even th~s can easdy fad 
But we need one word of cauhon, tn previous ections of th~s paper we have b~cn 
concerned primarily with formulae m fimte languages - -  generally the language ,)f a 
structure 9J~ plus the symbol G of set theory And all the formulas we were 
interested m thus lay m the pure part of the admissible s~t (or could be assumed t~ 
he there) But now we are interested m any languag~ coded recurswely on an 
admissible set, and thus tormulae may revolve urelements And, especmlly m 
adm,ss~ble s ts of ordinal w, th~s ~s where the dlfficulnes w~th completenes~ come m 
Exaniple 111.3.1. There ts a model 9~ such that o(HYP,x~) = o9, but the set of oahd 
form~dae is not even definable m HYP,~, 
Before gwmg the exam))le we need two lemmas 
Lemma 111.3.2. Let 9~2 be any structure, and let cr be any automorphtsm of ~ Then 
~r hfls to an automorphtsm (, of L(~0~, a )  for all a 
(This Is just Lemma I 2 3 ) 
Lemma 111.3.3. For each x ?- L(~, c~) there exzst p, 
p~ p.. 6" fixes x 
p. ~ M such that if cr fixes 
Proof. By reduction on a, or as a corollary of Lemma II 5 3 and the lacts that 
6" (L0)~,6) )=L(~,8)  for all 6, and that 6. commutes with each of the 
function []  
Now let ~ be a structure for the language {E}, wher~ E is an eqmvalence 
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relation with to equwalence classes of cardmahty to and to of cardlnahty to~ ~0~ s 
recurswely saturated, for ever), countable elementary submodel ~s saturated 
Let O(F.p, q) assert that F does not map the equwalence class of p I-1 ont(, the 
equwalence class of q (F ~s, of course, a second order variable ) Let q~ be the 
mfimtary dmgram of ~ (thus w~th a constant for each element of 22) Then 
~o ~ O(F, p, q) is vahd 1tt the cardmahty of the equwalence class of p is not equal to 
the cardmahty of that of q Suppose for all ,~',q m M HYPar, I = tO(p,q,y) lff 
q~ ~ O(F,p, q) ~s vahd (where all the parameters (i,f q~ are among the d~splayed y) 
P~ck (A ,y )< (HYP~,y),  A countable, such that ,at least one element from every 
equwalence class of 22 occurs m A Let HYP.,~ be the transltwe collapse of A Then 
HYP~ ~ I-IYP,,)~ So HYP~ ~ ~(p, q, y)  ~ff the equwalence class of p m ~ and that of 
q m 22 are of the same card~r)ahty Th~s we shall see to be ~mposs~ble by an easy 
automorph~sm argument 
By Lemma IH 3 3, there are s~ s. in 92 such that ff an eutomorph~sm of 92 fixes 
s~ s., ~t fixes y Now p~ck p,,pz, and q m N such that none ~s equwalet~t to any 
other nor to any of the s,'s, the cardmalmes of the equwalence classes of/~ and q m 
22 are to, and the cardmahty o~" the equwalence class of p~ m ~ ~s to, It ~s obvious 
that there ~s an automorph~sm tr of 92 fixing ~ and q and permuting p~ and p~ But 
then, by Lemma I I I32 ,  HYP~tO(p~,q ,y )~O(p . . ,q ,y ) ,  contra&~tmg our 
as~umpt~_on 
Remark. Professor Barw~se has pointed out tha an example of Anders Nyberg 
[1i] gwes an admissible set where vahdlty Is 2, but not m any canomcal sense the ,~ 
defimhon of being provable ~s not sound m that tile same X defimtlon m other 
admissible sets would be true of some mvahd sentences In the other d~rechon, 
using <>~,, Matthew Kaufmann has constructed recurswely saturated models 22 such 
that HYP~ is not even X-compact 
The mare result of this sechon is that, for recurswely saturated 22, HYP,~ is 
complete m a canomcal way, which w)ll be specified, lff ~'1)~ is resplendent But 
before that we go through some prehmmanes to study the relationship between 
2"-completeness and other concepts 
We assume for the remainder of this sechon that KPU + ~s formulated m the 
language ~ =,  @, u}, where u is a constant symbol always interpreted by the set of 
urelements This makes no difference m what we use from [1] since he considers 
generally one admlssJble set at a hme and allows pmameters ~ such as th'e set of 
urelements But we need the consta it symbol to gwen uniformity m switching from 
an L(~R, a )  to an L(92, a )  (We shall use u* to denote the structure of urelements, 
this ~s X~ definable from parameter u ) 
The basic results from prevmus ectmns go through umformly m the new symbol 
u ~ m the Substltutabihty Lemmas, for example, the substitution schema were 
umlorm m the parameter which was the set of urelements 
The mtermedmte cond~t ~on upon wh,,ch we concentrate ~s one already mentioned 
to be of concern m :he stttdy of admissible sets 
Identtficat~on o] adm,s~tble sets ab)w ~tn~ctures lgO 
Definition III.3.4. A structure ~.lJ~ for a language w ~s sa~d to satisfy the cond~non 
HI = v (HYP,~,~) ff for every nmtary O(R, x) of L~(R) there is a (fin~tary) ~, formula 
~b(x) m ~(~)  ~uch thal for any m m M,~.O~(YR)O(R,m) ~ff HYP~,~ ~b(m) 
A structure ~/J~ ~s sa~d to sausfy the condition H{ = St(HYP,~) canomcally ,f th, 
above fmmula ~b can be chosen such that (for ce = ~(~) )  for any structmc ~Ji for 5.~ 
and any n m N, ff L(~JL,e)~ ~,(n). 9{~(YR)O(R ,n)  
(To lustdy the coming of the terms, I note that relauons on ~I~ 5, on HYPw ~lre 
always H{ on 9")2 See Theorem IV33  m [ ] )  
Theorem 111.3.5. Let ~3~ be a structure for ~, ~ --- ~(~) ,  and O(R, ~ ) var~ over 
formulas of ~(R)o,o 
(a) The following are eqmtalent 
fi) ~ satisfies HI--- ~I(t-IYP,~,), 
(n) For every such 0 there ts an L(ce)-recur~we set of formulae {~. [3 ~ ~e~ of 
LPL~.~ smh that, for all m m M, .¢O~O!R)O(R,m) tff ;-{)2 ~ V~ ,,w~(m) 
(b) A~o, the following are equwalent 
(m) ~ satisfies //~ = X~(HYP~) canontcally, and 
0v) For every such 0 there ts an L(a)-recurswe 5et of formulae {~e [3 - c~} o/ 
~)  such that, for all m m M.  ~J~ ~ (V R )O( R, m) tff ~)J~  V ~ ° ~ (m ). ar d for all ~ 
and n m ~,  tf ~ V~. .~o(n)  then ~(VR)O(R .n)  
Proof. Ad(a) 0 )~(n)  Suppose gJ2~(VR)OtR, m) lff t lYP~N(3z) , [ J ( z ,m)  
where qJ is Ao and HYP~= L(~Y£,a) Thus ~ZJ~(VR)O(R,m) lff or some {3/c~ 
L(gJ~, a )  is a model of 
(3z  e LOJ2, ~ ))~b(z, m) ( ~ ) 
Each sentence (%) ~s A~, m L(~I~, ce), so by the Subst~tutabd~ty Lemma A (Fheorcm 
II 38), for each/3 (%) v, eqmvalent to an L(a)  formula q~ on ~JJt The translauon w 
a-recurswe so we can easily choose tee /3 < a} a-recurswe 
(u) ~ 0) Suppose ~0tR)O(R ,m)  lff L(SYJ~,a)~ V~ .~0n)  Th~n 
L(,~, o~)~ (3/3)(3~)[(,~ = ¢~) & u* ~ ,~ (x)l 
The part ms,de the brackets ~s ,a, ~ and hence the whole affair ~ Z~ 
Ad(b)" The proof of (b) ~s just hke that of (a) ~J 
Remark. We have assumed 0 and qJ to be fimtary Actually, we need but aastime 
both are m L(a)  We shall need th~s fact for Remark III 37  
Observe that If HYP~ is X-complete, '~  satlsfi,:s H I~ = ~(HYP:~,) 
Theorem III.3.6. Let ~ be recur~wely saturated Jhen ~ satisfies lt'~ = Z~(HYP~,~ 
canonically tff ~)2 :s resplendent 
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Proof. Suppose 93~ satisfies HI  = :2~(HYP,~0 canomcally Let O(R,x) be any for- 
mula of ~(R) ,~,  and let {~. n < co} be as in Theorem II I  3 5 0v) Suppose 9~ > ~J~, 
92 ~ (~R)  ---1 0 (R, m) Then 92 ~ A ..... -1 ¢. (m) So .qR ~ A.  ~ --1 q~. (m). and thus 
.~  (~R )--nO(R, ra) 
The converse is just Proposttlon I I I  1 2 - -  (VR)0(R.  m) holds m resplendent 
lUSt m case ~?~ V .~ q/,, (m ), where {$.(m)} = {¢(m) ~ , (m)  ~ O(R, m)} (That 
final set of $ 's  ~s actually r e ,  so we must actually choose an eqmvalent recurstve 
set ) [] 
Remark Il l .3.7. The proof of the first half of Theorem I I I  3 6 can be generahzed to 
show that ff ~(99~)= a and ff 93~ satisfies HI = ~(HYP~)  canonically, then 
whenever OE~(R)L~)  and some ~>L~. )~ Is a model of (3R)O(R,m),  
'..~= (3R )O(R, m ) 
We now need a sound notion of proof - -  such as the one developed m Chapter 
II I  of [1] There ~s a A predicate "P  ~s a proof"  such that ff A ~s a transmve set w~th 
urelements and ~ ~s a formula m A, ff A ~ (::lp)(p ~s a proof of ~), then ~//~s vahd, 
and ff A ~s countable and admissible, the converse holds 
Definition i iL3.8. An adm~sslble set A is canomcally .E-complete if whenever T is 
a Z theory m A with no model, 
A ~ (:~P)(3S)[(Vs ~ S)(s ~ T) & P Is a proof of "-. ~ S] 
(for the above-mentioned notion of being a proof) 
BarwJse [1], then proves the following 
Theorem 111.3.9. If A ts countable and admtsslble, A .s canomcally Z-complete 
(Also, m this case, we could choose the ~'s  of Theorem 1113 5 to be the 
L(cO-approxtmat~ons to the Svenomus game formula menttoned m proof #1 of 
Theorem I I I  I 9 - -  now we choose L(a)  apprommatton~ instead of L(co) approxtma- 
ttons and use the same trtck of Ket¢ler's )
We are n(~w ~eady - -  and hopefully eagel - -  to state the next result 
Theorem IIL3.10. The following are equtvalent 
(Q ~ satt~fies HI = Zt(HYP,~0 canomcally, 
(n) HYPa~ ts ~ anomcally Z-complete 
Pxoof. (n) ~ (i) is trivial - -  It is merely the soundness of the notion of being a 
proof So we go on to ( l )~(n)  
Let T be a Z theory in HYP~ T ts deft ned by a .Y.~ for mula $ (z, p. u) - -  where we 
may assume that each parameter p, ts m M by replacm,,~ each other parameter with 
Its good .s;;t defimtlon (See [1], Theorem II 5 14) in terms of p ' s  in M and the 
constant symbol u "Iqaus T Is inconsistent lff .qJ~ is a model of 
fdcnt~ficatton of adm~sstbte s ~s above ~tmctures t91 
VC, A ,F ,B ,S  [F C ~2k, A ~ KPU above C, B tsa  
sUucture and S ~s a satisfaction relation on 
B for formulae ~n A ~ (3z ~A)(O(' . ,p, u) & z f£ S)] 
This tormula, as it stanAs, is extended lI] (the dual of coextended 2 '~), but ,t I', 
then equwalent o a Ill t ,nmula O(p) (See [1] Section IV 2 ) 
Suppose ~ ~ O Then H YP,~,~ (3y);~ (p) for some Ao x as m the definmon of the 
property HI = ..~(HYP,~,,) canomcall) Now let P~ < HYPw ?l countable, p E 71 1.et 
HYP,~ be the traqsmve collapse of 9l So HYP,~ % HYP~ The formula ~l~ d~finc', ~ 
v theory T' m HYP,~ HYP~,~(~y)x(p,y),  so '37~ O by the canomca~ rcf.~t.m 
between O and X (It ~s possible that o(HS'P,,0 ~ o(HYP,~), but fl 
HYP ,~(Zty)x (p ,y ) ,  and ff a =o(HYP~) ,  then L(~Yi~,a)~(3v)X(p y) b) the 
persistence of Z, formulae ) Hence T' ~s inconsistent And HYP,, ~ counta")~c ,o 
HYP,~(~P) (3S) (S  CT '& P ~s a proof of -~ A S/  
But then, since HYF~ % HYP~ (by an embedding fixing p), 
HYP,~ (3P) (3S) (S  C_T and P ~s a proo7 of --~ A S) ~3 
Remark,  The definmon ,of HI = .,.V,(HYP~ 0 cano~ncaliy allowed any 2, forint la ~o 
be equwalent o the HI relation, but the definmon of HYP~,~'s be~)~g canon cdlly 
~-complete required a specific Z, formula Th~s shows there ~s essennally on~,¢ onc 
way to choose the v formula m 1-I~ = V~(HYP~ 0 canomcally - -  so the r~lat~on 
really ~s canomcal 
Remark. Since HYPw is re~olvable, ff it ts v complete, tr'en Jt ~ also s -compact  
(Th~s follows from a result of Nyberg appearing as Corollary 4 9 m [ l] See, e g", [1] 
exercise V 3 8, for a defimtton of "resolvable" ) 
Corol lary I l l  3.11. If ~ sattsfies HI --- Xt(HYP,v~) canomcallv, then so doe~ each 
L(~,  13) for/3 < o(HYP~) 
Proof. Immedtate once ~t ~s seen that HYP,v~ is defir~ed m a very natural way reside 
HYPLe~ ~), whe, e LOR,/3) ts treated as a set of urelements, as specified m the 
preceding theorems)  []  
Finally, we arrive av, tlchmat~cally at the section s mare resul' 
Corollary III.3.12. Let T.R be rect, rslvely saturateJ Then HYPj,, r, canomcailv 
X-complete zff .~ ~s resplendent 
Proof. Combine Theorem II I  3 10 and Theorem III 3 6 [] 
Corollary ITL3.13. If ~ ts resplendent, so is each LO~, n) 
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Proof. By Corol lary I I I  3 I I  and The6:em I I I  3 6 
Open questions 
(1) If ~? Is resplendent,  ~ < 9~, and ~ ~ (3R)O(R), can we cheose an R on 
such that ~'~, R)~ O(R) and (fl~, R )  is resplendent9 We k aow we can do th~s tf ~ ts 
countable or special of strong hm~t cardlnahty The  ~2's w,~ constructed m TF.eorem 
I I I  1 5 have th~s property  If  ~t fads for some ~,  ~s there an interest ing not ion of 
super resplendency such that ff ~ ts super resplendent  we can always choose the 
(~2"~, R)  super resplendent9 
(2) Suppose T ~s a first order  theory, every model  of which ~s recurs~vely 
saturated Is T co-categorical9 
Benda has noteo that ff m addit ion T has only f imtely many countable models,  T 
~s o~-categoncal For  by a theorem of h~s, ff T has more titan one, but only finitely 
many, countable models,  then T has a countable  model  w arch reahzes all types (in 
no parameters)  but ~s not saturated ~ and hence ~s not o~.homogeneous,  so ~s not 
recurswelv saturated, 
(3) Is there an uncountable ~D2 such that £~(~'~)> ~ ~d HYP~ ~s canomcal ly  
E -complete  9 Is there any other  race model - theoret ic  charat'tenzat~on f such 9Y~9 
(Added m print The author  has shown there ~s no suc? ~ as m open quest ion 
(3)) 
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